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CHAPTER 1

AN INTRODUCTION TO WATERSHED ANALYSIS
AND THE LITTLE RTVER WATERSHED

Introduction

Federal agencies have been directed to manage public lands as ecosystems. To accomplish this,
the Northwest Forest Plan @OD) calls for landscape-level analyses of the various components
and interrelationships in the ecosystem. This is to be done on the scale of a 20 to 200 square mile
watershed to document a scientifically based understanding of how that particular watershed
works. By understanding the ecological history, processes, and limitations of the are4 human
needs and desires may be met in a sustainable manner without impairing the ability of the
ecosystem to function.

Watershed analysis is not a detailed study of everything in the watershed. lnstead, it is built upon
the most important issues. For example, since cutthroat trout, steelhead, chinook and coho
salmon, and steelhead trout are presgnt in the watershed and their numbers are declining
regionally and locally, the factors that affect these species are identified and characterized.

Watershed analysis is not a decision making process, nor is it intended to take the place of
detailed, site specific project planning and analysis under the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA). The analysis is meant to provide broad-based information that will help federal decision
makers @istrict Ranger, Forest Supervisor, Area Manager and Distria Manager) make decisions
on proposed projects under NEPA A watershed analysis is also a flexible document and may be
changed or added to as new information becomes available. This watershed analysis for Little
River is the first iteration - changes to this document will be made as new data, monitoring results,
and other findings become available.

A primary component of the Northwest Forest Plan is the Aquatic Conservation Strategy, which
was developed to restore and maintain the ecologicd health of watersheds and the aquatic
ecosystems contained within them on public lands. Watershed analysis is integral in meeting the
Aquatic Conservation Strategy. When considering project implementation or management

actions, federal decision makers will use the results of watershed analysis to support a finding that

a management action either meets or does not prevent attainment of the Aquatic Conservation
Strategy objectives (ROD p. B-10). Therefore, watershed analysis helps provide aquatic and
riparian habitat protection by describing the processes that need to be considered when making
land management decisions.

Watershed analysis will also play a role in the compliance of the Endangered Species Act. It will
provide an avenue to assess habitat conditions for listed and proposed species. This information
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will then be available for use in planning and subsequent consultation with either the National

Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) for anadromous fish or the US Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFWS) for species like the northern spotted owl, bald a8le, and peregrine falcon.

Finally, watershed analysis plays a role in compliance with the Clean Water Act. The primary

objective of this Act is to "restore and maintain the chemical, physica[ and biological integrity of

the Nation's waters." A principal task that watershed analysis will address for compliance will be

the identification and evaluation of the factors influencing the health of the watershed and the

beneficial uses of the water. AgairL this requires a scientifically based understanding of the

processes and interactions occurring within the watershed.

The Watershed Setting

The Little River watershed encompass€s an area of 131,853 acres that ranges in elevation from

730 to 5,275 feet. Linle River flows into the North Umpqua River eighteen miles east of

Roseburg, Oregon in Douglas County (Figure I). As one of the largest tributaries of the North

Umpqua River, Little River supports a very diverse assemblage of fish species including five

stocks of anadromous sdmonids. The colder, high qualiry waters of the North Umpqua River

help maintain relatively healthy and productive anadromous fish runs in the system compared to

other rivers in the region.

Little River is where the coniferous forest of the western edge of the Cascade Mountains meets

the eastern edge of the mixed hardwoods, prairies, and conifers of the Umpqua Valley hills.

Three geologic provinces converge in the Little River watershed, making it truly a place of
transitions. The Coast Range province, found in the northwest corner of the watershed, covers

about 6Yo of the watershed area, and is characterized by ancient marine sediments and volcanic

rocks, forming the hilly tenain just south of Glide. The northernmost extent of the Klamath

geologic province is found in the western part of the watershed, and makes up 1l% of the basin

area. The remaining 83% of the basin is in the Western Cascades geologic province, which is

composed of many layers of volcanic deposits which have eroded into deeply incised topography.

There are an estimated 1,200 people who live in the Linle River watershed. Many residents draw

surface water from the river and its tributaries for domestic and inigation uses. The dominant use

of the basin has been timber harvest. Due to Little River's proximity to the mills in Roseburg and

because of its productive high volume forests, it was intensively haryested during the 1950's and

1960's; almost 60% of the drainage has been harvested and reforested to date.

As a result of forest harvest in Little River and throughout the regioq wildlife populations have

shifted from those that thrive in older forests to those populations that prefer younger forests and

openings. Directly east and south of the watershed is a large late successional reserve that runs
north and south along the west side of the Cascades (Figure 2). To the north and west of the
watershed are a mix of private lands and public "matrix" lands primarily managed for timber
production.
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Recreational use has gradually increased over the decades as the road system was developed.
Hunting, camping, fishing, swimming, hiking, and sight-seeing are the most popular recreational
uses of the area today. Little River is the closest expansive area of public land outside the citv of
Roseburg which has a population of about 18,000.

Sixty-three percent of the watershed is public land administered by the USDA Forest Service
(63,575 acres) and the USDI Bureau of Land Management (19,802 acres). The remaining3To/o
(44,772 acres) is private land (Figure 3). Most of the private lands(73o/") are in blocks g."^t..
than 40 acres and are managed as industrial forest. Most of the homes are in the lower portions
of Little fuver and Cavitt Creek where people operate small ranches or otherwise live in a rural
setting.

The public land in Little River has been designated as one of the ten Adaptive lv{anagement Areas
(AMA) in the Northwest Forest Plan. In AMA's, the objective is to learn how to manage on an
ecosystem basis in terms of both technical and social challenges, and in a manner consistent with
applicable laws. The specific emphasis of the Little River AMA is the developmenr and testing of
approaches to integration of intensive timber production with restoration and maintenance of high
quality riparian habitat. To implement this direction, a series of adaptive management projects
will be implemented and monitored. The findings in this watershed analysis help put the AMA
emphasis into context and provide a foundation for management and restoration projects.
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CHAPTER 2

TSSUES AND KEY QUESTIONS
One of the initial steps in watershed analysis requires issue identification and the formulation of
key questions. The purpose of identi$ing issues is to focus the analysis on the processes and
conditions that are most important to the watershed. Key questions are then formulated --
questions that watershed analysis will answer or that will lead to a monitoring plan. In Little
River, these questions helped focus and drive data collection and analysis efforts.

The key questions fall under the broad topics of: l) socio-economics; 2) road management; 3)
wildlife and sensitive species; 4) forest productivity and fue management; and 5) fisheries, water,
geology, soi ls

Socio-economics

Jobs

This issue focuses on how public lands within the watershed will be managed to provide a
sustainable flow of forest products, maximizing employment possibilities, while maintainins a
healthy and productive ecosystem.

- What were the historical employment opportunities in the Little fuver watershed and how
do they differ from today?

- What future job opportunities may exist in the watershed?

Recreation

This issue focuses on the need to continue to meet the demand for high quality recreation
opportunities and experiences, while maintaining a healthy and productive ecosystem.

- What were/are the recreational opportunities in Little River?

- What future recreational opportunities exist and will there be a demand for more
opportunities in the future?

Questions - I



Road Management

This issue focuses on the management of roads to address resource impacts they cause and meet
the access needs of both the public and the managing agencies.

- What types of roads are most important in providing access for all users and uses?

- Which roads and vicinities pose the greatest risk for landslides and stream sedimentation?

- Which roads are a potential for closure or decommissioning?

- Which roads are priority for remaining oper\ but require upgrading or storrn-proofing?

Wildlife and Sensitive Species

Native Species and Habitat Diversify

This issue explores the habitat conditions and populations of native species associated with early,
mid, and late successional forests and unique unforested habitats in the Little River watershed.

- What is the estimated historic amount (range) of seral stages in the watershed prior to fire
suppression and timber management and how does it compare to current amounts?

- How does the structure and composition of current seral stages of forest differ from those
of pre-management times?

- What is the estimated historic condition of unique habitats in the watershed prior to fire
suppression and timber management and how does it compare to current conditions?.

- What is the degree of interior, late successional forest fragmentation in the watershed and
how much interior forest currently exists and where? Is it stable or does it have a high
probability of being disturbed in the near future?

Game Species

This issue examines the sustainability of current populations of game species (especially elk), and
their distribution and availability to hunters.

- What effect will changrng timber harvest rates and prescriptions have on game species?

- What is the estimated historic population of game species in the watershed and how does

Questions - 2



that compare with current populations?

- What are the factors limiting the production of game species and how can habitat
management be used as a tool to increase or sustain populations?

- What is the existing forage cover distribution in the watershed?

- Where are existing permanent forage areas and how can they be enhanced?

- Where are the best sites to create new forage areas (both transitory and permanent) and
what species of grasses and forbs should be used for intensive forage production?

Non-Native Species

This issue looks at the effects of the introduction and spread of undesirable non-native species and
the ability to limit further introduction and spread of harmful species.

- What ecological processes have been altered by non-native species that are present?

- What non-native species are posing the biggest risk to ecosystem integrity?

- What plant communities are most at risk and where are the areas of concern?

- What restorative actions are possible and where are the high priority areas for treatment?

Forest Productivify and Fire Management

This issue focuses on the ability to manage the landscape in order to sustain and/or enhance long
term forest productivity (including intensive timber production) and resiliency to natural and
human caused disfurbance.

- Are there sites existing in public land that are growing at less than their potential and if so,
why?

- Is vegetation in the Linle River area matched to the site (representative of natural
composition)? If not, are the discrepancies minor in occurrence or widely-spread?

- What proportions or areas of the landscape are the most/least productive for sustained
timber management? Which ecological variables account for that productivity (i.e. soils,
elevation, aspect, rainfall etc.)?

- Where zue the priority treatment areas for increasing tree growth and for minimizing losses

Questions - 3



due to disturbances (such as fire and insects) or growth losses associated with compaction

related to timber harvesting?

How will the use of natural regeneration and/or uneven-aged management diversify stand
structure and species composition?

What have been the cumulative effects on native species or communities? What are the

existing habitat conditions for federally listed and candidate species?

What were the reference period fuel loads and vegetation patterns of the watershed and

how does that compare to today's condition?

Is there significant change in fuel loads and/or vegetation patterns which may inlluence the

size and intensity of wildfire?

What areas have high fire occurrence rates and high fuel hazards, and are there options to

reduce the hazard?

Is there a ciifference between the reference period fire regime and the existing fire regime?

Fisheries, Water, Geology, and Soils

Fish Stocks at Risk

At the regional scale, this issue focuses on the fact that there are three stocks of anadromous fish

(Jmpqua cuttkoat trout, coastal coho salmorL and coastal steelhead trout) either petitioned or

proposed for Federal listing under the Endangered Species Act within the Little fuver watershed.

At the watershed scale, issues pertaining to these species focus on population viability and trends,

as well as habitat condition and trends.

What is the condition and trend of "at risk" fish stocks and their habitat within the Little

River basin?

How are fish populations within the watershed linked to the larger populations of the

North Umpqua River downstream (i.e., fue there any refuge areas within the watershed?

Is the habitat producing at its potentid? etc.)?

Stream, Riparian, and Wetland Habitat

For fish stocks, this issue deals in part with specific measurable habitat parameters such as
pool:riffle.glide ratios, amounts of large wood, streambed composition, number of quality pools
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per mile, banldull width to depth ratios, etc.

What is the extent and condition of aquatic habitat within the watershed, includine
wetlands, riparian areas, and streams (historic, current, and trend)?

What are the critical processes and landforms that in{luence aquatic biodiversity?

Where are the highly diverse aquatic communities within the watershed and how do they
relate to the habitat types and conditions?

What are the primary limiting factors to fish populations within the watershed?

Water Quality

This issue focuses on the most essential and basic natural resource that is present within the
watershed, and its condition with regard to use by aquatic life, as well as humans. Specific areas
of concern include high summer water temperatures, high pfl high turbidities during winter
months, extremely low flows during suruner months, and flow regimes which have been
artificiallv altered.

what is the thermal profile of the watershed (historic, current, trend)?

Have other water quality parameters, such as dissolved oxygen, pH, and turbidity, affected
aquatic communities? If so, how?

How do flow regimes interact with/regulate water quality within the watershed?

What, when, and where are the sedimentation/erosional processes occurring within the
basin?

Questions - 5





CTIAPTER 3

TERRESTRIAL ECOSYSTEM

Uses of the Terrestrial Ecosystem

Human Uses

I fuman occupation

Human use of the Little fuver watershed can be traced as far back as 9,000 years ago (Connolly
1990). More recently, people of the Southern Molalla and Umpqua tribes inhabited the
watershed. Many descriptions of encounters with the Umpqua exist (Appendix D).

Both the Southern Molalla and Umpqua peoples practiced migrational subsistence and settlement
patterns, using the lowlands for winter villages and the uplands for task-speci-fic campsites. This
type of settlement allowed the cultures to utilize the anadromous fish runs, big game animals, and
seasonal plant foods @eckham 1986). Tribes utilized extensive trail networks throughout the
Umpqua Valley. A trail, labeled the Klamath Trail on historical maps, followed Cavitt and Tuttle
Creeks to Red Top Camp with branches following Salt Creelg a ridge along Slate Creelg as well
as upper Granite and lower Corn Creeks, and was most likely an improved Indian trail.

To date, fifty-six archaeological sites have been recorded in Little River during federally mandated
cultural resource surveys. These surveys, done in conjunction with timber sales, may have found
only a fraction of the use that actually existed in Little River. Most of these sites were recorded
on relatively flat ground, with almost half located on south aspects. Sites have been recorded on
ridges, benches, stream terraces, bluffs, hills, and intermittent stream terraces. Within these areas,
five types of archaeological sites have been recorded in Little River, including quarry (where tool
stone can be located), cairn (where rock was piled for trail marking or spirit quests), rockshelter
(shelters), lithic scatter (temporary camp sites associated with hunting and game processing), and
village sites (where winter dwellings were located). Of the fifty-six sites in Liule River, only one
has been evaluated and determined to be eligible for the National Register of Historic Places.

More recent occupation consisted of explorers and fur traders, who were present around
southwest Oregon from the 1820s to the 1840s. During the 1850s and 1860s, Euro-Americans
established small farms and livestock ranches in the lowlands of the Little River watershed. Glide
was settled in 1852. Settler's villages were established at Peel (in lower Little fuver) and Nofog
(in the Cavitt Creek drainage) in the late 1800s. The Klamath trail, as mentioned above, was
utilized by settlers to access the Cavitt Creek drainage and may have helped pave the way for
early wagon roads which were later developed into the road system that helped establish access to
the e>rtensive timber in the watershed.

Tenestrial - I



Today, over 18,0O0 people live in Roseburg the nearest population center to the Little River
watershed. The unhcorporated communities of Glide, Idleyld Parh and Peel are experiencing
some growth, but no census data specffic to unincorporated areas is available. Populated areas
within the watershed boundary occur mostly along Little River Road (County Rd. #I7) and Cavitt
Creek Road (County Rd. #82). Farming and ranching continue to be important to the area.

Population rates are expected to increase in Douglas County over the next several decades. More
people mean a greater demand for goods and services, including a place to live, clean water to
drink outdoor places to recreate (that are easily accessible), and a myriad of forest products to
consume. All of these demands will place a greater demand on forests located near population
centers. such as those found in the Little River watershed.

A Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) camp wils established at Wolf Creek,12 miles up Little
fuver in the 1930s. In 1965, it was transformed into a Job Corps, where young men and more
recently, womer\ learn trades and earn High School Equivalency Degrees. Present day students
(now at 231 students) have the opportunity to learn various trades such as carpentry, forestry, and
culinary arts. Srudents are given the opporn:nity to practice their vocational skills on various
projects throughout Douglas County, providing communities with a skilled worldorce. Schools,
non-profit groups, and government agencies utilize the students to construct buildings, develop
parks, maintain trails, and suppress fires, making the Wolf Creek Job Corps an important partner
in the development and maintenance of Douglas County's many @mmunities.

Lookouts, for use in fire detectiorq were established in the Little River watershed as early as l9l8
and were located on Big Squaw Mountain, Flat Roc( Lookout Mountain, Red Butte, Shivigny
Mountaiq Taft MountairL and White Rock. Today, only the lookout on Red Butte remains.

Timber Harvest

With the end of World War II, the demand for lumber swelled. Timber harvesting in the Little
fuver watershed began in earnest in the 1940s and 1950s, following the road system as it
continued to be developed tlroughout time (Figure 4). Early hanresting and road building
accessed the biggest trees found on gentle slopes. These early entries were often in lower
elevations on the most productive ground. Harvest iueas were large in size, ranging from 40 to
100 or more acres - much larger than the average size of the recent past (Table l).

1., , i :
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Tnble l. Acres of timber hnrvest by decade and vicinity for ell land ownerrhips in the

Little River wrterthed.

Harvest during the 1960's became more dispersed and generally consisted of regeneration harvest

activities, although some commercial thinning in 50 to 85 year old stands did take place. Forest

programs became more intensive, incorporating site preparation, reforestation, thinning,

i..tiiirution, genetics, and pruning. Regeneration and replanting trees became the preferred

method of reforestation following burning of the logging slash. Today, of the 131,853 acres in

the watershed (all ownerships), a total of 75,623 acres have been regeneration harvested

(Appendix C). Eventually, mid and upper slopes were roaded, gaining entry for timber harvest

activities. Today, 961 miles of road exist in the Little River watershed, 630 miles of which are

under goverrrment jurisdictior\ including 27 miles managed and maintained by Douglas County.

Roads within the Little River watershed have been developed and utilized for a multitude of uses

including timber hanest, residential access, recreatior; gathering special forest products, fire

management and access to a variety of administrative facilities.

Harvest rates from federally managed lands have declined from 49 percent of the total harvest in

Douglas County in 1985 to 33 percent in 1993. Under the Northwest Forest Plan, which amends

cunent Umpqua National Forest and Roseburg District Bureau of Land Management (BLIvf)
plans, the estimated timber output for Forest Service administered lands within the Little fuver

Adaptive Management Area for fiscal year 1996 (described in terms of Probable Sale Quantity or
pSe) is 7.5 Million Board Feet (MMBF). The Roseburg BLM has no target assigned to the

Vicinity 1940 rcrcs 195{I rcrer 1960 rcrer 1970 rcr.ee l9&) rcrcr 1990 ecrer Totrlr

l,ower Little
fuver

922 3423 2604 9766 3271 702 l  r898

Cavrtt
Creek

595 2438 9548 565s 3569 889 22694

Mrddle Little
fuver

735 3628 3094 t 9 l 8 2166 7 7 5 t23t6

Wolf Plateau 127 2838 4143 2499 1367 404 11377

Emrle Creck 0 1274 t 2 8 l 7 7 1 824 95 4245

Black/
Clover

98 92'l t799 I  160 I 804 3 8 7 6t76

Upper Linle
River

0 u 1 9 633 808 770 3  661

Decade Total 2478 15647 23t02 t3787 t3770 3 5 8 3 72368

Percent Total r .8% 12.00h 17.50h t0  5% l0.4Yo 2.704 54.88Yo
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AMA; but a breakdown of Roseburg District's PSQ suggests that 4.6 MMBF is possible if
managed as matrix.

Timber harvest levels in Linle River are not likely to reach past levels for federally managed lands.
Ffistorically, Forest Service harvest levels in Little River ranged from an estimated 8 MMBF in the
1940s to an estimated 39 MMBF in the 1980s. BLM Littte River harvest levels ranged from an
estimated 127l,/BF in the 1940s to an estimated 17.5 MMBF in the 1970s (Appendix D).
Analyses of ecosystem processes and recommendations made by this watershed analysis will help
determine the sustainable amount of timber that can be produced from public lands within the
Little fuver watershed. On private lands, harvest rates are usually market driven; however, it can
be expected that industrial forest lands, those holdings that are larger than 40 acres on average,
will be managed on a SO-year rotation. Many acres of private land cut in the 1960s will likely be
scheduled for harvest within the next 20 vears.

Special Forest Products

Historically, little is known about the fypes or quantities of products (other than timber) that were
collected from the Little fuver watershed. American Indians used many forest plants for
medicinal reasons and collected food (berries, fnrit, etc.) or used logs as needed. Early settlers
also used the forest for many of the same purposes.

Collections on federally managed lands have been tracked since 1989. Today, products collected
in the forest today include: firewood, cedar and yew posts, cedar rails, corral poles, shake bolts,
beargrass, salal, sword fenl moss, incense-cedar boughs, Douglas-fir boughs, Christmas trees,
sugar pine cones, and burls. Collections of beargrass, salal, and boughs have soared over the past
few years. On BLM managed land alone, I18,000 pounds of beargrass was collected in 1995 by
people holding permits to gather this product. See Appendix D for special forest product
collections by federal agencies. Collections of special forest products will likely increase in the
future and will continue to employ itinerant workers. Permit systems will continue to evolve and
tracking of use is likely to improve.

Employment

Since no incorporated communities exist in the Little River watershed, it is difficult to derive
estimates of historical employment levels. However, it is possible to look at Douglas County as a
whole, which is representative of what has happened in and around Little River. Historically, the
prima4y job opportunities in Little River came from the timber industry. In Douglas County,
employment and income derived from timber related occupations has fluctuated over the last two
decades. Periods of high unemployment have been led by job losses in the countlr's lumber and
wood products sector. Job increases are primarily due to the large increases in service, retail, and
transportation industry jobs, which typically pay less than timber industry jobs.

Terrestrial - 5



Despite increases in other job sectors, the timber industqy still represents a signfficant component
of the manufacturing sector for Douglas County (CCD 1994). Of all Western Oregon counties,
Douglas County shows the highest portion of total personal income from the lumber and wood
products sector, at around 20 percent (OED 1992a). While the timber industry continues to be
important to these communities, other industries have been slowly moving in. Recreation and

tourism has become a small, but important employer for the communities of Glide and Idleytd
Park. A new river rafting guide service, a mountain bike shop, and several bed and brealdasts
have opened along the North Umpqua fuver corridor to meet the needs of local people as well as
those passing through. Local restaurants, gas stations, and motels also receive the benefits of the
increased use of the area by recreationists. Employment opportunities in the services s€ctor are
expected to grow. As Roseburg becomes more attractive as a retirement community, the need for
healttU transportation, and other services will rise. Recreation and tourism demands are

continuing to increase;jobs associated with these industries are also expected to increase.

Programs such as Jobs-In-The-Woods are breaking new ground to retrain forest workers for jobs

that are available today and that will be available in the furure. Employment trends in the timber
industry are expected to fluctuate as timber becomes available for harvest on both federally
managed and privately owned lands. Mechanization and improved technology will continue to
inlluence employment levels. Use of harvest systems that are more ecologically sensitive, such as
helicopter logging, will create a need for updating worker skills. Restoration projects, such as
culvert repair or removal, road obliteration, and riparian and fish habitat improvement will create
a small number ofjobs in the future

Recreation

Historically, recreation use followed the development of the roads. As more roads accessed the
Little fuver watershed, new ground was opened up for fishing and hunting. In 1946, an extensive
163 mile trail system was located tkoughout the watershed; most likely used for accessing
lookouts, other trails or road systems. The structure at Lake-in-the-Woods, built in 1909, was
originally a guard station and later became a campground and recreation area. Hemlock Lake was
built in 1962 to serve as a rearing pond lor hatchery fish, but that idea was abandoned after it was
found that temperatures were too cold in the winter for the fish to survive.

Today, the Little fuver watershed offers recreationists the choice of biking, picnicking, camping
(Table 2), fishing, hunting, hiking, off-roading, driving for pleasure, or partaking in winter sports
such as cross country skiing. On federally managed land, hiking trails and camping areas are
maintained for public use. The Forest Service administers most of these sites, while the BLM
manages two sites, Cavitt Falls Campground and Wolf Creek Trail. The county manages one
park (Cavitt Park) in the watershed (Figure 5).
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Teble 2. Recrertion sites, treil tengths end camping nreas for federelly managed lends in

the Little River wrtershed.

Recreation
Site

Miles of
trail

Developed
Camping

Dispersed
Camping

Other

Wolf Creek
Campground

N/A Yes No Ball ficld and group area available; acccss to
Nahre Trail: Fee site

Coolwater
Campground

N/A Yes No

White Creek
Campground

N/A Yes No Acccss to Overhang Trail

Lake in the Woods
Campground

NiA Yes No Access to Hemlock Falls Trail, Hemlock
Creek Trail, and Yakso Falls Trail; Fee site

Hemlock Lake
Campground

N/A Yes No Access to Hernlock Creek Trail, Yellow
Jacket Glade Lnop, Flat Rock Trail, and
Snowbird Trail. Includes canoe camp

Emile Industrial
Campground

N/A Yes No Normally for industriat forest worker use

Carrft Falls
Campground

N/A Yes No Next to waterfall

Emrle Shelter NiA No Yes Primitive shelter with outhouse

Willow Flas N/A No Yes Picnic table on site

Grotto Falls N/A No Yes Picnic table on site: outhouse available; access
to Grotto Falls Trail

Shadow Falls N/A No Yes Access to Shadow Falls Trail

Wolf Creek Trail 1 . 5 No No Near Wolf Creek Job Corps; leads to waterfall

Nah.ue Trul 0.9 Next to Wolf
Creek CG

No I-oop trail

Overhang 0.3 Next to White'Creek 
CG

No Leads to naftral rock overhang

Hemlock Falls 0.5 At Lake in the
Woods CG

No f3sdq te 80 foot waterfall

Yakso Falls 0.7 Next to Lake in
thc Woods CG

No leads to 70 foot waterfall

llemlock Creek 4.0 No No Several weterfalls along route; connects Lake
in the Woods and Hemlock Lake
Campgrounds
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Recreation
Site

Miles of
trail,

Dweloped
Camping

Dispersed
Camping

Other , ,

Yellow Jacket
Loop

8.0 AtHemlock
Lake CG

No Loop trail to divide betweenLittle River and
South Umpqua River

Flat Rock 0.8 Near Hemlock
Lake CG

No Vista of HemlockLake; old lookout location

Snowbird Trail J . t No No Accessed by Yellow Jacket Glade or at
Snowbird t'nilhead

Big Squaw 1 . 5 No No Site of old lookout; vista of Little River and
SouthUmpqua &ainages

Grotto Falls 0.3 No Yes Leads to 100 fmt waterfall

Shadow Falls 0.8 No Yes Leads to double waterfall

In general, use of these areas has increased. Campgrounds such as Cavitt Falls are experiencing
the effect of overuse and limited monies for improvements. Agency budgets for maintaining
hiking trails and campgrounds have also declined, making it difrcult to keep up with building
maintenance, annual vegetation gowttL and winter blowdown along trails. User groups have
shifted - now, more mountain bikers are using the trails for recreation. Much of the trail work

done today is bythe fue suppression crew or the Wolf Creek Job Corps.

Recreation use is expected to continue to increase in the future as more people seek outdoor
experiences (SCORP 1988). Projections made @DAW 1994) indicate that overall recreation

demand and related facility needs iue expected to modestly increase throughout the are4
including Little fuver. Most demand (78%) will come from Oregon residents, while 22 percent
will come from people living outside of Oregon. Activities that are expected to increase by more

than 5 percent annually include day and overnight hiking birycling, swimming, sightseeing, boat

fishing, non-motorized boating, nature study/observatior\ camping (RV and tent) and visits to

information centers. Both cunent and future users will desire activities that require road access.

Areas within the watershed are sometimes used by school groups. The Little River Ckistian

Camp, a church group retreat are4 is often an overnight destination for school children and their

teachers. Located along Little River and next to Wolf Creek Campground, it offers teachers and

youth group leaders a place for children to learn about and experience their natural world. Since

use is expected to continue, opportunities exist to enhance these learning labs by creating a center

for environmental education, perhaps at Wolf Creek Job Corps, where students there can benefit

from increased knowledge.
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Biological and Physical Characteristics of the Terrestrial Ecosystem

There are approximately 319 vertebrate species of wildlife that can be found within the Little
River watershed. Some of them are permanent residents, while some are migratory species.
There are about four times as many plant species as vertebrate species, and several hundred
species of invertebrates. All of these species play a part in the local ecosystem.

There is a lack of information on detailed habitat requirements for most of these plants and
animals (and an equally large lack of habitat inventory information). However, we do know that
animals seem to prefer certain types of habitats, climates and topography. Some animals need
large amounts of dead and down wood to survive, while some need grassy open areas. Others do
well in almost any situation. Wildlife habitat relationships and lists of species that utili's specific
habitats in this watershed are discussed in detail in Appendix E.

Wildlife and plant populations and distribution change through time in response to habitat
changes. Plants and animals that preferred late seral forests were able to maintain populations in
Little River through time because large patches of habitat (missed by fire) served as refuge areas
from which they could recolonize disturbed areas as they grew back into forests. Early seral
species followed disturbance patterns which created openings, or used permanent openings.

Food, cover and water are the key components of wildlife habitat. Habitats such as riparian areas
often provide all of these. In additiorL many species utilize special habitats such as rock outcrops,
and wet or dry openings for breeding or feeding purposes.

Stratification of the Watershed

Land units of the Little River watershed

The following land unit descriptions of Little River were developed as a framework to describe
how landfornr, climate, vegetatiorl and disturbance interact in shaping aquatic and terrestrial
ecosystems at the coarsest scale (see Appendix f for an in-depth discussion on how land units
were developed). Four broad land units (drylwarnL moisVwarnr, wet-dry/warm, and moist/cool)
were delineated for the Western Cascades geologic provinces (which contains the majority of the
public land found in Little River) based on differences in landform and climate @igure 6). Some
Bureau of Land Management (Bllvf) administered lands are located in the Klamath province,
while no public land is found in the Coast Range province. The development of these land units,
described in the At-A-Glance section on pages 15-23, was based on the following concepts:

l) Landform and climate control the location and extent of disturbance and produce predictable
patterns in vegetation and stream conditions (Swanson et. al. 1990).
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2) The interactions berween the forest and streams differ in response to disturbance history, plant

succession and geomorphic sening (Swanson et. al. 1990).

3) Patterns in a landscape :ue easier to observe than ecosystem processes, so an understanding of
how landscape patterns affect processes such as fire behavior, erosioq and streamllow will allow
one to predict ecosystem behavior in response to change (Swanson 1988)

The purpose of dividing the Little River watershed into land units is to encourage land managers
and resource specialists to view the watershed at a broader scale and in a way that will help focus
on the processes that formed the land; processes that are the basis for how the watershed "works"
(I-inle Applegate WA 1995).

Since each land unit is mapped in similar geologic and climatic environments, the large-scale
patterns created by vegetation development and land-forming processes within each land unit

should be similar. Land units were used in describing the important forest and stream-forming
processes operating in the Little River landscape. They are also used as a framework for
developing vegetation and watershed management strategies.

The reference source for the historical pattern of vegetation wiui from 1946 aerial photographs.

Recent changes in landscape patterns are evaluated by comparing the recent vegetation patterns

and stream conditions.

Vicinit ies

The watershed was divided into seven vicinities for the purpose of grouping areas with similar
land unit compositioq elevation range, and topography. Vicinity boundaries (Figure 7) were

based on subwatershed boundaries (ridges). They are useful as planning areas that are smaller
than the entire Little River watershed, and have a more homogeneous ownership pattern-

These vicinities also provided stratification to conduct a landscape. pattern analysis. This is
because they are single contiguous blocks of land contained within definable watershed
boundaries. The landscape patterns within them result from the underlying land units, topography
and ownership. To conduct only one landscape pattern analysis on the entire Little River
watershed would have been less precise because patterns in the western portion are much
different from patterns in the eastern margins. Current land patterns also differ from east to west.

Vicinity level landscape pattern analysis and analysis of watershed conditions was found to be

useful for conducting a watershed analysis of this size. Using two stratifications (land units and
vicinities), helps integrate the effects of terrestrial and aquatic processes. For example,

differences in land unit patterns by vicinities may explain the differences in the condition and

extent of aquatic habitat in those vicinities.

Characteristics of each Western Cascades land unit (dry/warnL moist/warrq wet-dry/warnr, and

moist/cool) are displayed in the Land Unit At-a-Glance.

Terrestrial - 12
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Land Unit At-a-Glance
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Land Unit At-a-Glance
DryMarm Western Cascades

Percent of DrvMarm Land Unit in Each Vicinitv
Lower Litt le River (LLR)
Middle Li t t le River (MLR)
Emile Creek (EMl)
Cavitt Creek (CAV)

17o/o
37%
33o/o
47Yo

Wolf Plateau (WP)
BlacUClover (BC)
Upper Li t t le River (ULR)

10%
33%
10%
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DryM/arm Western Cascades

Elevation Range:
l-andforms:

So i ls :

1 ,600 to  4 ,000 n
Dissecied uplands, landslide
complex, upland plateau
Shal low on steep slopes, deep on
gent le south slopes

Slope Class

CLIMATE

33X

E Cicntlc - 0301| D i/bderate - 3055%
I Stccp - Ovtr 66*

DISTURBANCE

North , South

VolcanE Lrycr r

Shallow Sorls. Deep erb, bencfiE
St*p Slopes Slop€s < @X

Conceptual Cross-Seclion

t o l ^ a a a r O t a

i 2,'i1, i :, i| ,: iit lt., 't,| ,r, ,r. , ' a a ,
* + * * * * *

E €
: c
E E

osFf
. 6 3
F o

a b: r o
E o
< c

40

Annual Preotrtatnn
in Inch€s

VEGETATION UNIQUE HABITATS

Scr.fh
ftd6dSay'anrifre
dlr+psscP€

./

Hghlrnrr*yFiE

tvbtr lrtencty Frcs

Ftc orrroa bge as htb trd t-H

Percentage of Seral Stage in Land Unit
Reference and Existng Vegetation

'This land unit contained the greatest number of
natural openings and the second highest density
at E.3 natural openings/mi2. Openings are relatively
static due to thin soils and poor growing conditions
for trees.

'Opening size:

Mean = 2.5 ac

'Openings usually occur on the upper slopes and ridges
and are on dry, shallow rocky soils and rock outcrops-
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Land Unit At-a-Glance
MoistMlarm Western Cascades

Percent of MoistMarmLand Unit in Eaqh-Vicini
Lower Little River (LLR) 1.4%
Middle Little River (MLR) 47Yo
Emile Creek (EMl) 28o/o
Cavitt Creek (CAV) 3Oo/o

Wolf Plateau (WP) 57%
BlacUClover (BC) 42o/o
Upper Little River (ULR) 32%
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MoistM/arm Western Cascades

Hftdd ffiffi

Fqo( ttofr O.op Fib. Str.p, N h€l|rg Upff .ldtbn
Colrrlm q.Orne mh ](bfop.r ganata tbpat.

Sd/'th tsct

Elevation Range:
Landforms:

So i ls :

850 to 4,200 n
Dissected upland,
landslide complex,
Deep

Slope Class

upland plateau,
earthflow

Conceptual C rors-Section

CLIMATE

EG€ndc -0-30X 0l oderatc -30{5%
r Stcep - Over 56!(

DISTURBANCE

l a a - a a a a a a a
l a ' a ' , t ' r ' l / r ' a ' , ,  /
" - , l r r 1 ' r r .
,'-1,'J'!"' rr-,r-,',, I r'
* * * * * * *

Annual Precicitatbn
in Incfics

VEGETATION

North r South

Moderate hten:rty fres over largo areat

UNIQUE HABITATS

=

d :

! G

4 5 F *
; o

- o
o o

, o
< . 9

Percentage of Seral Stage in Land Unit
Reference and Existing Vegetation 'Contains primarily of seasonally wet openings with

some perennial wet meadows. Some drier openings
occur on steep slopes. Opening density = 4/mi2.

'Opening size:
too

50

25

0

0.2 ac - 27 ac

M e a n  =  1 . 8  a c

'Favorable growing conditions result in rapid
encroachment by trees and shrubs.
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Land Unit At-a-Glance
Wet-DryMarm Western Gascades

Percent of Wet-DryMarm Land Unit in Each Vicinitv
Lower Little River (LLR) 1o/o
Middle Little River (MLR) 13o/o
Emile Creek (EMl) 1o/o

Cavitt Creek (CAV) 11%

Wolf Plateau (WP) 30%
BlacUClover(BC) 3.5%
Upper Little River (ULR) 0%
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Wet-D ryMarm Western Cascades

Elevation Range:
Landforms:
Soi ls:

1,000 to 3,000 n
Earthflow, lanclslide complex
Deep

Slope Class

Conceptual Cross-Section

CLIMATE

e Gende - 030'A o h/bderate - 30{5%

DISTURBANCE

l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l ' , , , , , , "" '  Volcanic Fbw
| i l  l i l  i l  l i l  t r , '

Deposits in Valey Bodorns

LrndCre EartHlor Adamt @Eve,correx
8€rct€s Oeocts Slor Fo.rc

North

Low intensity fires over large areas

e E
E E

€F,;
: o
. e or o
E b
t r D
F o
<- .g

40
60

Annual Predpitation
in lnctlca

80

VEGETATION UNIQUE HABITATS

a a a  a
'!2" '- ' , t'Il'rf/,.
' * / * *

a a a' ! ' f '  ,,,, 
,4r,

: * *

a,a

a
/ ,tt

a a'a ',a
,, ,,,

*

Percentage of Seral Stage in Land Unit
Reference and Existing Vegetation

100

75

a0

26

0

'Historically, this land unit contained the fewest
number and lowest density of openings.

'Opening size:

Mean = 2.7ac

'Openings usual ly occur on steeper slopes and in
areas with land movement.
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Land Unit At-a-Glance
MoisUcool Western Cascades

Percent of MoisUCool Land Unit in Each ViciniW
Lower Little River (LLR) Oo/o
Middle Little River (MLR) 13%
Emi le  Creek (EMl)  1%
Cavitt Creek (CAV) 2%

Wolf Plateau (WP) 2.8%
Black/Clover (BC) 3.5To
Upper Little River (ULR) 58o/o
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MoisUCool Western Gascades

Hd,S-t m.9 |"6d

North South

fr Vohanac Leye6

Deeg Eorls. Steep ndges. complex
Gentle sloo6 South-taonO mtt
Uglands and earthl'lors sdes^Lopes

Conceptual Cross-Section

CLIMATE

Elevat ion Range:
Landforms:

So i ls :

3,200 to 4,700 ft
Upland plateau, dissected
uplands, earthflow
Mostly deep

Slope Class

E C'€ndc - 03014 O I'tode.ate - 30{5tt
r Stecp - Over 6611

DISTURBANCE

Annual Precipritation
in Incher

VEGETATION

North South

Low htensrty tirca ovet linated aa€a3

UNIQUE HABITATS

',1,,',1, r,!,,2,' r,' r,',',
Tf**l*****d
*  *  * *  *  *  * r

=

d :

9 6
45 ts,.

= 6

o o
J O
F o
i . c

Percentage of Seral Stage in Land Unit
Reference and Eristing Vegetation

'Highest density of openings at 15.5/mi2, these tend to
be large and static, due to high water tables and short
growing seasons.

'Opening size:

0 . 2 a c # 1 4 9 a c
min max

Mean = 4.1 ac

'Openings mostly consist of wet meadows, bogs' and
marshes which are located in riparian zones on
gentle to moderately sloped ground.
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Physical Features

The geology found throughout the Little River watershed is a result of ancient plate tectonic
processes (shifts in the earth's crust) that have shaped the North American continent for the past
hundred million plus years. Eighty-three percent of the watershed area has a foundation of
volcanic rocks, while the rest of the watershed (the westernmost and privately owned portion) has
a diverse assemblage of underlying rocks that include sediments, siltstones, sandstones (all in the
Coast Range province), greenstones, and serpentines (Klamath Mountain province). Many
different types of volcanic rocks that erupted from volcanic domes, vents, or fissures, are found
within the watershed, including tuffs, breccias, andesites, and basalts (See Appendix A for a
detai led discussion on geology).

Landforms are features on the landscape created by the effects of erosional processes and
different weathering rates of rock types. Several types of landforms are present within the Little
fuver watershed (Figure 8):

Dissected Lowlands are smooth, convex slope forms on mostly gentle slopes at low elevations
found in the Coast Range and Klamath Mountain provinces. Here, erosion has reduced the
mountains to hills and broad valleys that are filled with sediment. Channel gradients are low and
have meandering stream courses that are indicative of a landscape that has been subject to intense
weathering and erosion for a very long time.

Dissected Uplands are smooth, concave slope forms on mostly steep slopes in the Klamath
Mountain and Western Cascades provinces. The ridges of these land forms are narrow and slopes
are steep from ridgetop to canyon bottom. Channel gradients are steep with narrow, con-fined,
bedrock dominated channels. High densities of streams are found where runoff is rapid from the
steep slopes and shallow soiled areas.

Landslide Complexes are complex slope forms that have a mixture of steep and gentle slopes.
This topography has been created by the downslope movement and break-up of large, landslide
blocks ( l0's to 100's of acres in size) in the canyons of Cavitt Creek and Little River. When
looking at a profile of a landslide complex, the terrain is stair-stepped, with gentle benches and
steep slopes on scarps (the "sca1' left by a landslide) between landslide blocks and other
landforms. Channel gradients are variable. On steeper gradients, gullies have formed with steep
side slopes along the channel. On low gradients, streams form a meandering course. EartMow
deposits are a common inclusion on gentle slopes in landslide complexes where weak, clay-rich
rocks and abundant water cause the earth to move.
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Earthflows are irregular, broken, hummocky valley-bottom deposits on gentle slopes. On a small
scale, earthflows are a mixture of concave and convex slope forms. The broken character of the
terrain has caused the drainage network to be poorly defined with ponds and seeps corrrmon
where water comes to the surface on gentle slopes. Subzurface water flow is significantly greater
than that of surface flow. Surface drainage networks are often confined along the margins of the
earthflow deposit and have formed gullies with steep side slopes in response to being pushed aside
by the earthflow deposit.

Upland Plateau's are elevated, gently-slopin& smooth land surfaces near the top of the watershed
where erosion has done the least amount of work. Thousand foot-thick rocks resistant to erosion
have preserved these gentle surfaces in an otherwise highly dissected and eroded landscape.
Stream gradients and stream densities are low.

Disturbance

Filstorically, lightning caused wildfire was the main disturbance process in Little River. Burning
by American Indians and settlers also occurred in Little River up until the late 1800s. Indians
probably set fires around their summer camps in the upper watershed and in the low elevation hills
adjacent to winter villages. Since the late 1940s, fue suppressiorl timber harvest and the lack of
prescribed fire in unmanaged stands has influenced how fire interacts with the landscape. Insects,
disease, and windthrow are disturbance processes that all function at a smaller scale than'fire,
providing pockets of disturbance at the stand level. These disturbance processes, working
simultaneously, determine landscape vegetative patterns, and have influenced wildlife populations
and aquatic habitat for centuries.

Reference Condition Fire Behavior and Land Units

The path over which a fire travels depends on several variables. In normal weather conditions,
weather, topography, and fuel factors effect how a fire behaves. Weather is the variable that
changes the most, af[ecting fue intensity and rate of spread. South and west aspects usually
experience higher fire intensity (faster rates of spread, greater flame lengths, and increased fire
intensity). Since these aspects receive more zunlight for longer periods of time, they tend to be
drier and warmer than north or east aspects. Slope steepness has a tremendous influence on fire
behavior. Increasing slope steepness increases the rate of spread due to preheating of available
fuels; flame lengths can also increase. Finally, fuel factors zuch as the type and size of vegetatiorl
its moisture content, and how it is arranged on the ground, directly affect the way a fire burns.
The more fuel available to burn, the greater the fire intensity and the more severe the fues effects
will be.

In the following discussion fire severity will describe cumulative fire effects in the growing

environment. General teffns such as higtq moderate and low summarize fue effects.
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Fire intensity is used to generalize fire behavior elements such as rate of spread, flame lengths and
fire line intensity (BTU/fl/s). It is difficult to quantify these specific elements at the landscape
scale; high, moderate and low intensity terrns are used to describe the reference conditions
interaction with fue.

There is a strong correlation between fire behavior and the previously described land units. The
majority of the public land in Little River falls into the four land units in the Western Cascade
Geologic province. This land unit stratification is critical to understanding how fire interacted
with the landscape in the past, as well as how changes to the landscape (through management
activities) have altered the future risk of fire in the Little River landscape.

Moist/cool land units receive the greatest amount of precipitation (up to 80 inches per year), have
slopes of gentle to moderate steepness, and experience infrequent, low intensity, small acreage
fires. Only in extreme weather conditions would a high intensity, stand replacement fire occur in
the moisUcool zone. Forests in this land unit show an old-growth structure: multiple layers, shade
tolerant species in the understory, large wood on the ground, etc. Cool air temperatures and high
humidity often exist in moist/cool forests during any season. When fires do ignite in this land unit,
they would thin out fire intolerant understory species, but would have little effect on the
overstory. An example of interaction between land units would be Peter Paul Prairie. The prairie
is in the moist/cool land unit. However its jurcaposition to the drylwarm land unit allows fire to
interact more readily than on other moist/cool sites. The openings such as Peter Paul Prairie,
Yellow Jacket Glade and Willow Flats are not solely dependant on fire for maintenance as open
areas. High water tables and soil type play an important role in maintaining these sites. Tree
encroachment is a slow process in the moist/cool land unit. When moist/cool land units are
adjacent to drylwarm land units, a large amount of edge is created due to fire.

ll?t4ryh,arm land units receive approximately 65 inches of precipitation per year and have
mostly gentle slopes. This land unit experiences low intensiry fires that cover large areas.
Decomposition rates are rapid and the accumulation of organic matter in the soil is high. The
drier forests in this land unit (where fire would tend to burn with higher intensities) are simple in
structure, usually trvo layered, and have fue tolerant species in both the understory and overstory.
The wetter forests would act as fire breaks, slowing fire spread or containing the fire. Stand
structure in wetter forest resembles forests in the moist/cool land unit. This combination provides
for mosaic stand in both strucnrre and composition.

Moist4carm land units also receive approximately 65 inches of precipitation per year, but have
gentle, moderate, and steep slopes. These highly productive sites have the ability to produce and
accumulate fuel quickly, resulting in frequent, low to moderate intensity fires that shape the forest,
which has a single or two-storied structure. Fire tolerant species are present in the overstory,
while shade tolerant species occur in the understory benveen fire events. As slope steepness
increases, mortality in the overstory and openings (gaps) occur more frequently. The maintenance
of openings are dependent on growth rates and intervening disturbances. The mature successional
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stage is prolonged due to frequent moderate severity fire. This is an area to focus on for fuel

accumulation outside of the natural range due to productive growth rates.

Dryhuarm land units receive about 60 inches of precipitation per year. Produaivity can be limited

by low soil moisture in the later half of the growing season; little large wood or leaf litter

accumulates in these sites. Duffthickness and organic matter available for incorporation into the

soils is generally limited. Gentle, moderate, and steep slopes occur in this land unit, with over half

of the slopes in the moderate or steep category. When ignitions otrur (which they do frequently),

the likely result is a moderate severity fire that covers a large area. Historically, fire intensity in

this land unit was directly related to slope steepness and weather since available fuels were

limited. Pockets of stand replacement fire associated with moderate severity fire would occur in

the upper slope position. This is evident by numerous openings on steep slopes in the upper slope

position in the drylwarm land unit on the 1946 aerial photos. Stands move tkough the stages of

succession rather slowly due to site conditions and frequent fires. Typical stand structure would

be even aged, and would be frequently subject to stand replacement fues, especially on upper

slopes. Both the understory and overstory have a hardwood component in them, with fire

tolerant species present in the overstory. Species not adapted to fire would be present only in

riparian areas and on lower portions of the slopes.

In order to characterize the historical extent and ecological role of fire in the Little fuver

watershed, two different methods were used.

For low to moderate intensity fires, a fire history field inventory was conducted. This inventory

examined 3,258 stumps from trees harvested in the last l0 years over a variety of elevations and

aspects in the watershed. Random samples of the Forest Service managed public lands were

surveyed. Low to moderate intensity ground fires leave the overstory trees alive, while leaving

fire scars near the base of the live trees that tell the story of how often and where these ground

fires burned. For an explanation of the fire history survey methods, see Appendix B.

The fire history surveys determined that 54 percent of all stumps showed some degree of

disturbance, indicated by a scar or pitch ring. Surveyors were able to establish a reference period

for low to moderate intensity fires that spanned from the years 16t3 to 1938. The number of fire

scars dropped offdramatically after 1938, so the end of the reference condition was established at

1938. During this 325 ye.ar period, the cumulative mean fire return interval (the average time

between fue events in a particular area) for the area was thirteen years. The range was nine to

seventeen years. This is a very frequent fire return interval, when compared to areas in the

northern and central parts of the Cascade Mountain Range. Cdculation information is in

Appendix B.

For stand replacement fires, aerial photos taken in 1946 were analyzed to characterize the extent

and role of these high intensity fires that killed entire stands of trees. These stand replacement

fires were visible on the photos :ts even aged stands which burned prior to 1946. For severe fires,
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the aerial photos showed that up to 2l percent of the Little River watershed was burned by stand
replacement fires within approximately a 200 year period.

Fire Regime: The fire regime of an area is a function of the growing environment (temperature
and moisture patterns), its ignition patterns, and the characteristics of the plant species present,
including fuel accumulations and adaptations to fire (Agee 1990). Based on analysis of the fire
history data and the 1946 aerial photos, Little River can be classified as having a moderate
severity fire regime for the reference condition. A moderate severity fire regime is one of the
most difficult to describe. Fire frequencies usually range from 20-100 years and individual fires
often show a range ofeffects. The overall effect is one ofpatchiness at the landscape level and at
the stand level, two or more age classes would be present (Agee 1990). Fires covered large
areas, were of a variety of intensities, and burned often. Fires of low to moderate intensities were
the norrq with pockets of stand replacement activity that created mosaic patterns of vegetation on
the landscape. A fire regime covers a large area (in this case 132,000 acres). While the land units
experience different intensities of fire at varying frequencies however, the overall regime for the
reference condition includes all land units.

Exist ing Condit ion

Fire suppression was established with the Forest Reserves in 1906. Fighting fires became more
effective with the advent of the Civilian Conservation Corps (1929), smoke jumpers (1940),
lookouts (1930-1950), and improved communications. Today, aerial retardant, helicopter
delivery of waterand people, educational prevention programs, 800 miles of open roads, fire
engine capabilities, plus well trained and equipped firefighters have all increased the ability to
extinguish fires within the first 24 hours of their detection. Eritreme weather and multiple starts in
combination with delays in initid attack are what allows fires to escape under today's condition.
In the western United States today, 97 percent of all fires are contained to less than l/4 acre; the
other 3 percent make the headlines.

Fire suppression efforts of the past have not been offset by the use of prescribed fire, diminishing
the natural effects of fire in the watershed. The ecological role of fire has been substantially
diminished and is often not considered as a management tool. Today, timber harvesting
represents the greatest source of disturbance found in the watershed. With about 60 percent of
the watershed harvested since the 1940s, fuel types and amounts have changed radically from
historic conditions. Nnety percent of these harvested acres have received some sort of fuels
treatment, either broadcast or hand-pile burning. Regardless of treatment, stand structures have
been altered and stand densities have changed. Today's current stands are more dense. The
exclusion of fire has not allowed forest understory densities to be kept in check as in the reference
condition. As stand densities increase, the amount of available fuels increase, resulting in fire
behavior that has higher intensities, even in normal weather conditions. This is especially true for
over 7,000 acres of the drylwarm land unit, which have tree densities that are much higher than
what naturally occurred. A fire started in the dry/warm land unit would more likely have a higher
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fire intensity and fue severity than what was experienced in the reference condition due to
increased fuel loads.

Air QuelitY

Please see Appendix B for a discussion on air qudity.

Fuel Models

Fuel models have been designed to quantify the flammability of forest stands. In order to make
fire behavior predictions, fuel models are assigned to stands. These models focus on the small
size class fuel loads associated with certain vegetation. The small size class fuels are quantified
since they are the main fire carriers (Appendix B). The determination of representative fuel
models focuses on the expected fire behavior.

The fuel model that covered the most acres of Little fuver's forests during the reference period
was a fuel model 8 (Figure 9). This fuel model characterizes fire behavior in mature and old-
growth stands with light fuel loads. The fire intensiry typically associated with fuel model 8 is low
in normal weather conditions. Normal weather conditions in this case ire measured in wind
speeds and fuel moisture content of the dead and down wood. Weather that is normal would
have wind speeds at or above 9 mph and dead fuel moisture content above I I percent in the large
wood (ninetieth percentile weather). Stands with a fuel model 8 condition that experienced fire
had relatively low mortality in the overstory and a moderate to high mortality of understory shade
tolerant trees and shrubs. This resulted in a relatively simple stand structure with two age classes
and open understory conditions. Moderate severity fire dominated in all land units throughout the
watershed, although moist/cool land units had limited interaction with fire. Moist/cool land units
would serve as fire breaks or contained the fire because of its associated cool air temperatures and
high humidities. The findings of the fire history inventory support the predictions of the fuel
modeling exercise for the reference condition. Today's fuel models are different than in the
reference condition.

Today's potential for rapidly moving and hotter burning fires has increased over the reference
condition. Fuel models with the highest hazard are 9 and 10. In some vicinities, tens of
thousands of acres are h a higher risk category than they were in the past (Table 3). Generally,
future fires will have higher flame lengths, greater rates of spread, and will have more severe
effects on vegetation, soil, and aquatic habitat. These elements of fire behavior will be present

even in normal surnmer weather conditions and intensify during extreme weather conditions
(drought, high wind, etc.).
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Vicinity Acres fn
Vicinity

Acres And Percent Of
Vicinity In High Hezzrd
Fuel Cetegories:
Historic Condition

Acrcr And Fercent Of
Vicinify In High Hazard
Fucl Cetegories:
Current Condition

Lower Little River 2 1 , 8 3  5 0 tt,482 (53%)

Cavitt Creek 37.689 1 ,884  (5%) 25,628 (68%)

Middle Little River 21,632 4,326 (20%) l5 , l 4 l  (70%)

Wolf Plateau 1 4 , 5  t 4 2,902 (20%) 8,126 (56%)

Emile Creek 8 , 7 r 8 1,492 (L7o ) 5,578 (64%)

Black/Clover 17,057 t ,876 ( t to  ) t1,662 (68%)

Upper Little River 10 ,408 5,600 (54%) s,203 (s0%)

Totals t 3  t , 8 5 3 t8,070 (r4%) 82,820 (63%)

Table 3. Proport ions of high hazard fuel condit ions in the vicinit ies of Litt le River, past

and present.

Many of the unmanaged stands that have been deprived of fire are in fuel model9 today (see

Appendix B). These are moving toward fuel model l0 with more dead and down materialon the
forest floor and an intermediate layer of live fuel. The end result of the trend toward a more
severe fire regime willbe greater mortality in stands that experience fire. The environmental
effects of fire will be more destructive and the cost to suppress fires will increase.

Fires of this magnitude and intensity have occurred in the recent past. In 1987, the Clover fire

burned over 22OO acres in the Black/Clover vicinity and the Fall Creek fire burned 5,000 acres in

the Cavitt Creek vicinity which includes the higtrly erosive granitic terrain. The Clover fire was a

typical moderate intensity fire that burned the landscape in a mosaic patterq with stand
replacement pockets. The Fall Creek fire was more intense, burning as a stand replacement fire in

a landscape dominated by plantations. Both these fires covered large areas due to the combined
effects of drought, multiple starts, limited fire fighting resources, and stand conditions.

Today there is a trend toward a low frequency, high severity fire regime, which is characterized
as a severe surface or crown fire that results in total tree mortality. Fires of this extent are usually
associated with drought years, east winds, and dry lightning storms. Fire return intervals are long

and may not be cyclic. The role fire has in this system is an agent of ecosystem instability, as it

creates major shifts in forest structure and function (Agee 1990). This trend is of most concern in

the drylwarm land unit. The fuel conditions in Little River are not in a state of extreme hazard as

they are in the forests of eastern Oregon. However, fuel loads iue on a trend to becoming well

' :rr l l
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above normal levels in Little fuver. Stand conditions present today nre a precursor to heavier fuel
loads.

Many private, industrial forest lands within the watershed are likely to be scheduled for harvest
over the next 20 years. A trend towards increased firehazard on private lands can be expected at
least for the next two decades depending on the pattern and type of harvest treatment applied. In
additioq the Cavitt Creek and Little River vicinities are experiencing a gradual trend ofincreased
human populatiorq so the interface with rural landowners and fire hazzrd mav intensifv.

Fire Occurrence Rates

A fire occunence rate is predicted by determining the number of fire starts in a particular area for
a certain time period then averaging these sta-rts out to an annual occurrence rate. For example, if
100 fires were started in a 20 year period, the annual occurrence rate would be 100i20 : 5 starts
per year. The occurrence map for Linle River with hig[ moderate and low zones is in Appendix
B. Since we are unable to predict where and when a fire (especially one caused by lightning) will
occur, it is helpful to examine fire records over a larger area in order to get a picture of how fire
interacts with the landscape. To estimate the probability of large fires occurring in the watershed
in the future, past fire records (of lightning caused fues) of the entire 250,000 acre North Umpqua
Ranger District were examined for the time period of 1983 to 1,992. Tiris time period was chosen
because it had a variety of fue sizes, providing a good reference of how fues burned historically.
Probability estimates were made (Table a) for two time frames, a 50 year period, to get a sense
for immediate concerns, and a L20 year period, to help predict what may occur in the long terng
even with fire suppression effort in place.

Table 4. Probability of fires occurring and the acres tikety to burn in 50 and 120 years.

Acres Likely To
Burn

Pro bability :of Oicfianct
Within the Next 50 Yesrs

Probability of Occurrence
Within the Next 120 Years

16,500 .0l2yo l0jYo

66,000 .0t2% .20%

132,000 .012% .20%

Occurrence rates for the private and BLM managed lands were unavailable, so utilizing only
Forest Service data provides an underestimate of the acres likely to burn in the watershed.
Regardless, this conservative estimate predicts that 16,500 acres will burn in the watershed over
the next L20 year period. While current fue occurrence rates are probably very similar to historic
rates, the area affected by these fires today has been held to a minimum.
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Insects

Several insect species have caused substantial amounts of mortality throughout southwest
Oregorg including Little River. Found in endemic populations in Linle River, mountain pine
beetles have caused mortality in sugar pine and western white pine. Like other bark beetles (at
endemic populations), mountain pine beetles rarely infest healthy vigorous trees. Rather, they
prefer (or are most su@essful on) trees that are under some degree of stress, induced by
competitioq drought, disease or wounds. In Little River (and in SW Oregon), beetles are
attacking healthy-appearing pines in heavily stocked stands where competition for water is
weakening trees (Goheen 1995). Additionally, overstocking of stands that include sugar pine is
stressing these trees, making these areas susceptible to beetle infestations, fire and/or windtkow.

In addition to the mountain pine beetle, both the western and pine engraver beetles have the
potential to cause extensive mortality in ponderosa pines in the Little River watershed. As with

sugar pine, overstochng in ponderosa pine stands will predispose the area to attack by these
insects.

Douglas,fir beetles are present in the Little River watershed, but have not significantly effected
forests in the area. Areas that have erperienced recent windthrow are very susceptible to
infestations of Douglas-fir beetles. Once an infestation begins, these beetles have the capability to
attack live, standing trees, causing patches of mortality (Goheen 1995).

Diseases

White pine blister rust causes substantial damage to five-needle pines (sugar pine and western
white pine) in southwest Oregon and is common in the Little River watershed. The complex life
cycle of this disease makes it diffcult to control. When outbreaks do occur, trees branches are
killed or are weakened and become susceptible to attack by mountain pine beetles, again creating
gaps in forest stands.

Laminated root rot is another disease found in the Little River watershed. Although only found in

less than I percent of the area in the watershed, laminated root rot is a long-term disease, lasting
50 years or more in the roots of infected snags and stumps, making it difficult to re-establish a

coniferous forest on affected sites. Openings created by laminated root rot can be beneficial as
they often provide areas of species diversity and groups of dead and down trees (Goheen 1995).

Black stain root disease, common in southwest Oregon Douglas-fir plantations, has caused little
morrality in Little River, but opportunities exist for this disease to take hold and spread. Areas
with compacted soils or wounded trees appear to be especially wlnerable to attack (Goheen
lees).

Stem decays in conifers are another cause of disturbance in the watershed. Hemlocks and true fus
are particularly susceptible to stem decays. Long rotations are difficult to attain in these forests
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due to the presence of these stem decays - stem breakage can be quite common. Found
throughout the watershed, stem decays cause small-scale disturbances and are not in epidemic
proportions. However, little documentation exists on how stem decays develop in intensively
managed Douglas-fir plantations (especially those treated with heavy machinery), which are in
abundance in the Little River watershed (Goheen 1995).

Finally, hemlock dwarf mistletoe is found throughout the watershed. This disease primarily
affects western hemloclg although true firs are also hosts on occasion. Impacts to trees can be
light to severe, with stem malformation, branch diebac( and tree mortality as the end result.
Malformations, called "brooms", can be desirable as nest platforms for some species of wildlife.
Hemlock dwarf mistletoe can cause significant problems, especially where regeneration of
hemiock is important.

All of the insects and diseases present in the Little River watershed are found in endemic (normal
and cyclic) proportions, primarily causing small-scale disturbances. It is expected that most
insects and diseases will remain at current populations. Only in the case of the mountah pine
beetle is there a cause for concern. Populations of mountain pine beetle can be expected to
increase if competition and understory densities are not reduced in sugar pine stands.

Refer to Appendix B for a more thorough discussion on insects and diseases.

Forest Productivify and Species Diversity

Introduction

In Little River, disturbance events, such as fire, determine vegetative patterns across the
landscape. These disturbance events, combined with soil moisture, temperature, and geology
determine the plant communities that occur throughout Little River.

Forests in the Pacific Northwest are inherently productive. Evergreen conifers and high
productivities are a result of the relatively dry, cool sumrners and warm winters that characterize
the Douglas-fir region (Waring and Franklin L977). Site productivity is the ability of a geographic
area to produce biomass (organic rnatter such as trees and wildlife) as determined by conditions
(such as soil type and depth, rainfall, and temperature) in that area (FEMAT 1993). For this
analysis, site productivity is further defined in terms of the production of commodities such as
merchantable timber.

As part of the Northwest Forest Plan, the emphasis of the Little River Adaptive Management
Area (the public land portion of the watershcd) is the "development and testing of approaches to

integration of intensive timber production with restoration and maintenance of high quality

riparian habitat." Intensive timber production efforts require knowledge of the resources tied to

tree growth and the condition of the commercial land designated for timber harvest.
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Understanding the current processes and conditions of the forests and streams in Little River will
help determine the ability to balance intensive timber production with the need to maintain and
restore high quality riparian habitat.

Site productivity in young managed stands (those stands cut prior to 1970 for the purpose of this
analysis) can be afFeaed by management activities that affect soil quality such as tractor loggttrg
(which can cause compaction), the treatment used to reduce fuels (such as broadcast burning),
and the amount of large wood left on site after harvest. In addition, site productivity (for the
production of commodities) can be affeaed by competition for nutrients, light and water caused
by high stand densities. Finally, site productivity can be measured in terms of the time it takes for
a tree to reach breast height and by assigning the area a site index.

In mature stands, productivity can be affected by competition for nutrients, light, and water from
the understory that grows up underneath the large trees (ingrowth). Productivity can also be
influenced when thinning treatments are applied to a stand.

Diverse and complex groups of species exist in Little River. Ecologists have developed a way to
combine the various tlpes of vegetation into recognizable groups, referred to as plant
associations. Plant associations are described by herb, shrub, and tree species on the basis of the
likelihood that a particular tree species will become climo< given a period of stability (relatively
free from disturbance). In older stands, a climor species shows dominance on a particular site and
is usually able to regenerate itself in perpetuity. Included in this species diversity discussion is the
presence of rare plants and the use of native plants for revegetation efforts. Another important
component of species diversity include the presence of exotic species that can displace native
species.

The process of succession has a continuous effect on species diversity. To describe the process of
forest succession in Little River, six categories were delineated (Brown 1985), called seral stages
(Figure l0): 1) the grasVforb stage for pioneering plants and seedling establishment; 2) the
shrub/seedling/sapling stage for rapid and diverse plant establishment which often creates valuable
forage for wildlife species; 3) the open saplinglpole stage, where young coniferous trees fill in
most of the growing spaces, forage opportunities become more limited, and hiding cover begins
to be available; a) the closed poldsapling stage where tree crowns close in, creating unfavorable
growing conditions for most understory species due to low light levels, but creating more hiding
cover for many game species; 5) the mature forest stage, where tree mortality through self-
thinning increases, height growth slows down, and the understory begins to develop again as
openings are created; and 6) the old-growth stage, where diversity is increased ttrough the
formation of gaps and re-initiation of understory growth and large woody debris and snags
become more abundant. These six seral stages were grouped into three broad categories: 1)
early-seral, which combines the grasVforb and shrub/seedling/sapling stages; 2) mid-seral, which
combines the open sapling/pole and closed sapling/pole stages; and 3) late-seral, which combines
the mature forest and old-growth stages.
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Seral stages change as forests move through succession following a disturbance event' Where fire

functioned as the primary disturbance agent in the past, timber hanesting has assumed that role

today. The seral it"g., present today in the land units of Little River have changed from the

,eference points of t[e past (Figure I l). There has been a substantid shift in landscape patterns

toward one dominated Ly earl/and mid seral forests today, compared to two historic reference

poinr, where older foresis dominated (See Appendix C, maps 2a)' The most dramatic shift in

seral stages has occurred in the moist/warm and werdry/warm land units. Historically, these land

units sustained the old-growth forests over long periods. They were also the first places where

intensive timber harvest occurred due to their gentle tenaiq accessibility, and high timber

volumes.
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Site Productivity in Young Managed Stands

Since timber management began, the processes of growttq a reflection of productivity, has been
altered. In the pre-management er4 site productivity was rarely altered; only 

"ft"r 
a large scale

disturbance event, such as a stand replacement fire did productivity change. Activities affecting
soil quality such as compaction and hot slash burns, as well as the affect of having overly dense-
stands and clearcuts in high elevation areas have all worked either collectively or individually to
decrease the overail productivity of some of the acres within each land unit. Since none of these
variables were measurable in the past, we must look at the current condition to determine which
sites may have altered productivity (Table 5).

Table 5. Menagement rctivities and factorc affecting stend productivity in young managed
stands of the Little River watershed by land unit.

Soil  Quality

Compaction:

Approximately 35,300 acres or 27 percent of the land in the watershed (Figure 12) has been
harvested or had the site prepared for planting using tractors. Acres that have been tractor
harvested within the Little River watershed are displayed by vicinity in Appendix C. The amount
of land area within the watershed that has been compacted by tractors varies with the type of soil,
soil moisture during logging and degree of regulation (whether or not skid trails were designated
and followed). [n the wet-dry/warm land unit where slopes are gentle, early tractor logging that
didn't utilize designated skid trails caused extensive compaction. Quite commonly, at least 20
percent of a tractor harvest unit will have soils that are detrimentally compacted; however, other
places in the watershed have up to 80 percent of the ground within a tractor harvest unit
compacted.

Lend Unit V. of lsnd
unit ecres
tractor
hervcsted
(all
ownerships)

Appror. o/o of land
unit acres burned
hot fol lowing
timber harvest
during the 1970s
and 1980s (FS
only)

Current 7c of ecres
by stend density
(stendr hervested
prior to 1970) - (FS
only)

High Med Low

Current 7o of acres
that took > 15 yrs
for trees to reach
breast height
(stands harvested
prior to 1970, FS
only)

drylwarm 22Yo 39Yo 270 6j%o l40A 24%

moist/warm 25Yo 4 l Y o 3 r % 5s% 1 3 % 27%

wet-dry/warm 62Yo 24Yo &% 3s% T % t7%

moist/cool t6% t9% 26% 48% 27% 49%
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As a result of compactiorL individual trees can exhibit growth problems. Literature from studies
conducted outside of Little River have observed reductions in root grolvttL height, and timber
volume. A 35 percent increase in soil bulk density (loss of soil po." ,p""") can reduce Douglas-fir
sites from Site tr qualify ground to site Itr @roehlich and McNabb rls+).' In compacted arias,
trees tend to have shallow root masses which increases their susceptibility to blowdowrl while
black stain root disease can take hold and cause mortality. Douglas-fu uees growing in tractor
skid trails took four years longer to reach breast height and produced only on.-qu"rt"r ofthe
volume than adjacent trees in logged, but relatively uncompacted areas, 32 yearsafter harvest
(We.t and Thomas 1981). These findings have been observed during field recoruraissance of
harvest unit (those harvested prior to 1970) skid roads on Forest Service managed lands within
the Linle River watershed. However, how compaction effects overall stand growth is unknown
(Tappeiner 1995). Regardless, compaction is a very long term impact: natural recovery time is
unknown, but Power (1974) reported no appreciable recovery of compacted soils after 40 years.

In addition to impacts to site productivity, soil compaction can also increase overland water flow.
Overland water flow will reach stream channels more quickly than if it were to infiltrate through
the soil; increasing pealdows. See Chapter 4, effect of roads on pealdlows for further
information.

Awareness of the causes and results of soil compaction has increased. Todav, skid trails are kept
to a minimum and in many areas on public land, tractor logging has been replaced with slcyline
logging. Compaction occurs less now than it did in the past and will continue on this downward
trend for federally managed land.

Fuels reducfion:

Fuels reduction treatments, such as slash burning (both broadcast and hand pile) are commonly
used methods of reducing fuels following timber harvest. Primarily during the 1970s, hot burns
were the norm (Table 5). Burning was conducted with the objective of creating a clean unit to
make the area easier to replant. These hot burns consumed much of the organic matter, possibly
reducing the areas' productivity. This is especially true for the drylwarm and moist/cool land
units, which are less resilient to loss of organic matter and take longer to recover.

The use of hot broadcast burning is expected to be reduced on federally managed land, although
the use of low intensity prescribed underburning should be increased in order to mimic natural
fue. Concerns about smoke drifting into populated areas, hazards of burning next to private land,
policies on leaving dead and down wood for long-term site productivity, and reduced clearcut
acres to treat have all worked to lessen the number of acres needing fuels treatment. Broadcast
burning is now conducted in the spring with fewer "hot" burns. Less resource damage from
broadcast burning can be expected. Hand piling and burning to treat logging slash on federally
managed land is expected to continue. Intense burns will continue to occur in piled areas, and
while not over a broad are4 all the soil organic matter is consumed, impacting the productivity of
the site at the location of the burn pile.
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Iarge woad:

The amount, distribution and rate of decay over time of organic matter, including Large Woody

Debris (LWD), is a function of a site's temperature and moisture regime as well as the frequency

of disturbance that a site experiences. In unmanaged forests of the Oregon Cascades, the

distribution of LWD was found to differ significantly by moisture regime with the amount of
LWD being greater on moist than on dry sites (Spies, 1988). Furthermore on all sites, the amount
of LWD over time has been shown to follow an up-and{own pattern with stand development up
to 500 years. The highest levels of LWD are found in old-growth stands and the lowest levels in

mature stands (80-120 years). The most prolonged minimum levels occurred in stands where

frequent fires burned early in succession (this condition is most likely in drylwarm land units).

The cycle of death and decay in unmanaged forests has been a long term and dynamic process.

The structure large wood provides for decomposers, the organic matter it provides the soil, and

its role in the storage and release of nutrients and water is essential to the long term productivity

of forests. In fact, the difference in productivity (and resilience to disturbance) between land units

reflects in large pa4 the sites ability to sustain this resource over time.

The role of LWD has been recognized in the Northwest Forest Plan: "To nraintain long term
productivity following a stand replacement disturbance, management should retain adequate LWD

quantities in the new stand so that in the future it will still contain amounts similar to naturally

regenerated stands" @ecord of Decisiorq pg. C-14). Standards and Guidelines state that 120

lineal feet per acre of logs greater than or equal to 16 inches in diameter and 16'long shall be left

in regeneration harvest units (ROD C-40), although standards and guidelines from current plans

apply if they provide greater arnounts. Such as the case with the Umpqua National Forest Plan

Standards and Guidelines for large wood, which calls for leaving 250 lineal feet per acre greater

than 20 inches in diameter at the small end in each haryest unit.

Many past timber harvest prescriptions have largely over-looked or removed this important

resource. To recruit and retain LWD in managed stands, managers will need to know (Neitro et

a l . 1 9 8 5 ) :

1.) The existing forest land base by land unit and age class (these parameters directly

affect the size, number and dynamics of LWD);

2.) The current condition and objectives for stands in the land base (by land unit);

3.) Information concerning the rate of decay processes affecting LWD and the quality of

snags provided over time.
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Stand density:

Stand density represents the number oftrees per acre that occupy a given area. Areas that have
low densities may not be as productive as they could be for.ornrnoaty volume production.
Stands that are too dense may also be less productive (in terms of wood products) than they could
be because too many trees are competing for a limited amount of availabie growing ,p""", light,
nutrients, and water. Flstorically, disturbance events determined how manf trees per acre bicame
established. In drylwarm and moist/warm land units, low intensity fires keit density levels low to
moderate in younger and older stands. Moist/cool land units exhibit low to moderate densities
due to the cold, wet site conditions, while wet-dry/warm land units would exhibit areas of dense
stands, due to high productivity and low frequency of fire.

Currently in young stands, most stand densities are a product of tree planting and natural
regeneration (Table 5). Forest management policies of the 1970s and lg80sencouraged planting
at high densities to help ensure reforestation success. Forest Service records of harvest 

".r., "riprior to 1970 show that high densiry stands represent 30 percent of the "olde/'young gowth
stands (those stands that were harvested earliest), while 16 percent of these young stands are at a
Iow stand density. The wet-dry/wium land unit can carry higher stand densities due to good to
excellent growing conditions - soils are deep and terrain is gentle. On managed lands, pie-
commercial thinning and fertili'ation (see map I in Appendix C for areas fertilized) hasbeen
commonly prescribed for young stands to reduce stand densities and stimulate tree growth.

Today, many dense young stands are in need of treatment. Sinc.e 1980, clearcut harvesting on
public lands within the watershed has generated over 11,000 acres of land that is or will soon be
in need of density adjustments using precornmercial thinning. Some young stands are passing the
pre-cornmercial thinning stage and have not been thinned. These stands will soon come into the
commercial thinning stage. Delays in needed pre-conrmercial thinning operations can slow down
growth to a point of stagnation. I[gh stand densities will increase a tree's height to diameter
ratio (a measure of how tall a tree is versus how wide). A value greater than 90 means a tree may
be too tall for its diameter and blowdown (or stem breakage) is likely to occur (Oliver 1990).

Breast Height Development:

The time it takes for a tree to reach breast height ( % feet)also measures site productivity.
Some of today's young stands are taking longer to reach breast height age than what is predicted
from growth and yield calculations used in management plans. Possible causes of this lag include
harvest related problems such as compacted soils, high water tables, frost pockets, or harvesting
on areas too rocky to reforest and other problems such as deer/elk browsing and competition
from shrubs. For example, the moist/cool land unit has 48 percent of its acreage in the slow
development category, due to both past harvest practices and site limitations (the growing season
is limited to less than 100 days). In contrast, other young stands, like some in the dry/warm land
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unit, are r€aching breast height age quickly. These highly productive sites may be the areas best
suited for intensive timber production.

Of the approximately I1,000 acres of young growth stands cut before 1970 in Forest Service
managed land, almost 1/3 (3,000 acres) of the acreage took longer than predicted to reach breast
height. Because the time it takes for the trees to reach crown closure might be delayed,
hydrologic recovery may be influenced (see Chapter 4, page Aquatic-4O for further discussion on
hydrologic recovery). An analysis of some young managed stands on BLM managed lands within
the watershed show that no trees took longer than 12 years to reach breast height after planting.

Site Index:

Site index is defined in terms of the total height of the largest, full crowned trees in a given stand
at a given age flilenger 1984). It is an expression of productivity, usually displayed as a number.
A site index assigned to a given area is based upon the areas ability to grow a merchantable tree.
In a more general sense, it is also used to imply various other characteristics of the area which

include vegetation, landforrq soil, and climate (Wenger 1984). For young stands, average
dominant and co-dominant trees :ue measured for both their height and age. These numbers are
then averaged again to assign a site index to a stand, using King's 1965 Douglas-fir tables (KD)
on a 5O-year basis.

In Little Riveq site classes for young stands were determined by measuring stands harvested
befween 1940 to 1970 @igure l3). Activities that afFect an area's site class include timber
harvest and burning. In general, areas where intensive harvest occurred using ground-based

skidding have suffered some loss of produaivity.

wct{ryArrrm drylwrrm moirl/\lerm moirUcool

n sitc thrcc

Figure 13. Percentage of young stand acreage in each site class by land unit for Forest
Service managed land in the Little River watershed.
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On areas classified as site two or three, growh rates are expected to be fairly rapid. However, in
many .reas of the watershed, diameter $owth rates tend to be slow (Table 6). Field observations
and stand exam records on the North Umpqua Ranger District have established that diameter
gowth rates of three inches per decade represents slow growth for stands befween i5 and 35
years, breast height age. This is especially true for the wet-dry/warm land unit, which has the
most acres classified as site class two, but also has a significant number of acres in the slowest
growth rate category. The wet-dry/warm land unit should have some of the fastest young stand
growth rates. This land unit represents the most potential to regain productivity using restorative
measures.

Table 6. Acres of young managed stands in each diameter growth rate category (slow,
moderate, and fast) on Forest Service managed land in the Littte River watershed.

Site Productivity in Mature Stands

Site productivity in mafure stands (those in the mature or old-growth seral stages) is inlluenced by
competition and thinning treatments applied, which allocates or re-allocates moisture, nutrients,
and sunlight. Historically, only natural disturbances such as severe fue events, volcanoes,
earthquakes, and landslides significantly altered productivity in mature forests.

Competition:

Competition for nutrients, light, and water from trees, shrubs, or grasses (Tappeiner 1995) can
slow stand growth. One source of competition comes from the coniferous understory that grows
up underneath the canopy, often called ingrowth. If left unchecked, ingrowth can slow the
growth of a stand as growing space becomes restricted and nutrients and water become limited.
Individual tree species react differently to competition from ingrowth. Species such as sugar pine
and ponderosa pine do not grow well when the understory becomes thick and dense. They begin
to experience stress, which can make them susceptible to infestations by mountain pine beetles,
eventually causing mortaliry. Historically, ingrowth was controlled by fire. Land units, such as
drylwarrq experienced more frequent fue, had open understories, and fire tolerant species in the

Laud Unit SIow growth rate
(1 to 3 in/decade)

Moderate growth rate
(3.I to 3.4 in/ -decede)

Fast growth rate
(3.4 to 5.E inldecade)

dry/warm 250 ac 579 ac 708 ac

moist/warm 320 451 1 1 1 9

wet-drv/warm 264 3 5 62

moist/cool a 1 A
L  t . + 277 802

Totals I  I09 1342 2690
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overstory. In contrasg moist/cool land units had more shade tolerant species underneath the
canopy such as western hemlock and white fu, which would grow thick until the next fire episode
occurred.

Competition from ingrowth and high stand densities have affected many of the mature stands that
exist in the watershed today. With the advent of modern fue suppression activities, much of the
watershed has not experienced disturbance as often as it did historically. Where fue was once
frequent in the past (such as in the drylwarm land unit), stands would experience frequent
underburning and stand replacement fires, limiting the stands ability to carry high volumes over
long periods of time. Fire suppression has led to the creation of stands that are very dense and
thick. These stands carq/ more trees per acre now than they did in the past. On Forest Service
managed land within the watershed, some acres are carrying higher densities than what was likely
to have occurred in the past (Table 7). Some late seral and mid seral stands appear to have
changed from having mostly large trees to a structure that has a higher component of smaller
trees. For example, in the drylwarm land unit, over 7000 acres are carrying high densities of
smaller diameter trees. These stands are at risk of experiencing a high intensity fire in the future.
Flgh intensity fires are capable of causing extensive damage to the soil resource because they
consume nearly all of the organic matter and much of the large wood, thus loss of long term site
productivity is likely with these intense fires. In addition, the risk of soil erosion and
sedimentation in streams increases as organic matter and vegetation on the site decreases.

Table 7. Acres in each land unit by seral stage that have high densities for Forest Service
managed land in the Little River watershed.

Land Unit tate SCiaI Mid':SCrel

drylwarm 7700 ac 9142 ac

moist/warm 8829 ac 3348 ac

wet-dry/warm 885 ac 261 ac

moist/cool 6980 ac l5 l6  ac

Stand densities are expected to continue to increase in the short term. As density managemenr
activities are undertakerq stand densities should slowly return to a more natural level.
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Thinning treatments:

In mature stands, thinning treatments increase the growing space for the remaining trees. As a
result of more growing space, leave trees grow faster, producing more volume on a site, while
also increasing stand resiliency to disturbance. Yield projections for mature stands based on
various thinning prescriptions for each of the land units within the Little River watershed were
developed for stands on Forest Service managed land. These can be found in Appendix C. Most
mature stands thinned during the I 970s and I 980s had approxim ately l/3 of the basal area
removed from the stand (mostly intermediate and suppressed trees). To date, 2870 acres on
Forest Service managed land has been commercially thinned in the watershed. Little or no
monitoring has been done on stands which have been thinned, so it is diffcult to determine what
the response of these stands has been and whether or not trees are growing to their full growth
potential.

Thinning treatments can be used to lessen a stand's susceptibility to high intensity fires and to
restore stand vigor over time. Understory diversity can be increaed by increasing light levels that
reach the forest floor. Slash from thinning increases the fuels available to burrl increasing the fire
hazard. Thinning can also introduce conifers into the understory and begin the development of a
two-storied stand (Tappeiner 1995). In addition, thinning usually produces bigger trees, which
can be used as future snags or for commodity production. Commercial thinning opportunities will
increase as stands harvested during the 1940s through the 1960s become commercially
marketable.

Plant Species Diversity

Individual plant species have unique abilities to grow and zurvive h a particular climate. Groups
of species that occur together are referred to as plant associations, which represent an integration
of site factors such as climate, landform and soil moisture. Plant associations can be used to
describe many stand characteristics such as system composition, canopy layers, live and dead tree
diversity and down wood. Appendix J displays plant associations (project level classification) and
plant series (an aggregation of associations) by aspect for land units in the Little River watershed.

In general, species diversity has changed throughout the watershed. In some early seral forests,
there are more species than historically present, sometimes due to an inllux of non-native species.
In other early seral areasi, species diversity has declined due to an aggressive program to control
competing vegetatioq a lack of seed source when the stand was cut, and planting mostly
Douglas-fir following harvest. In mid and late seral forests, species diversity has probably held
steady or perhaps slightly declined (due to salvage logg-g and firewood programs that removed
hardwoods) over natural conditions.

The choice of stand regeneration method can also have an effect on stand diversity. During the
1940s and 1950s, harvest units were usually left to naturally regenerate themselves. Tree planting
began in the 1960s, and genetic programs began in the 1970s. Douglas-fir became the
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regeneration species of choice, leading to the creation of extensive acres of Douglas-fir forests.
Natural regeneration is being used more today on Forest Service managed land. In additio4 other
minor species are being planted in harvest units on BLM managed land. Understanding light
levels necessary to grow shade intolerant species such as Douglas-fir and pine in young managed
stands (see Appendix C for light level discussion) will help land managers utilize natural
regeneration more often.

The Relationship of Land Units to Species Diversity

Each land unit in the Little River watershed has a unique ability to support different plant
associations. An area's potential vegetation - that vegetation which would occur on a site in the
absence of management activities - is what grow's best given the climate, soils, and geology of a
particular site.

Dry/W'arm Potential Vegetation' Historically in Little River, the vegetation type and growth rate
was primarily controlled by moisture stress. On steep south-facing slopes, Douglas-fir forests
dominated, an adaptation to the frequeng intense fire behavior episodes that were likely on steep
slopes in this land unit. These Douglas-fir forests formed a mosaic with the drier hemlock plant
associations, which were probably being perpetuated where fire intensity was less severe or less
frequent. On gently sloping deep-soil landforms, a mixed conifer forest would often be present
(white firldwarf Oregon-grape/salal) and was probably an adaptation to a relatively frequent, low-
intensity fue regime. The following relationship between plant associations and landforms in the
drylwarm Western Cascades land unit (Table 8) was developed from Forest Service Land
Resource Inventory Gzu) data collected in the field (in order of prevalence):

Table 8. Plant associations and landforms for the drylwarm land unit of the Western
Cascades province.

Common Plant Associationr Landform Relationrhip

D ou gl as -fi r/dwarf Ore gon- grape/sword fern
Sou& aspecs, steep slopes
Moist for Douglas-fu sites
High frequcncy of low intensity fires r

On uppcr slopcs or ridge tops +

western heurlock/rnccosc{€dar/s8l8l
All aspects, steep slopes
Salal and Pacific rhododcndron always prcsent
i.c., indicativc of acidic rock
Multi-doried stands '

Douglas-fir/salaUsword fern
South aspects, steep slopes
Drier than Douglas-fir/dwarf Oregon-grape/ sword fern
One - two storied stands '

Moderate frcquency fues '

white frldwarf Oregon- grape/salal Mostly south aspccts
Deep soils on gentle to moderately steep slopes
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Common Plant Associations Landform Relationship

wqstern hemloclc/salaVwqstern trvinfl ower All aspects
Deep soils
Staddles moisUwarm, moisUcool land units

r Plant Association Guide

Moist/Warm Potential Vegetalion' Moist western hemlock plant associations dominated this
land unit and indicate a microclimate where moisture stress was minimal. Adequate soil moisture
for plant growth w:rs associated with northerly aspects, high soil moisture storage and lower
slope positions. The following relationships between moist/warm plant associations and
landforms (Table 9) were developed from field collected data:

Table 9. Plant associations and landforms for the moist/warm land unit of the Western
Cascades province.

Frequent, low to moderate intensity fue has shaped the moist/warm stand structure historically.
Two-storied and single-storied stands were common. The potential for multi-storied stand
structure was accentuated by two land unit attributes: 1) land unit location which would include
low-slope positions and streamside landforms that are often refuges from fire, and 2) the diversity
of shade intolerant species that add structural layers to stands in the absence of fue. In most
locations, fire has prolonged the mature seral stage and selected against fire-intolerant species.
The difference between the existing and reference seral-stage distribution portrayed in the At-a-
Glance is a reflection of both the abundance of late-seral forest and the easv access aflorded by
moist/warm timber resources on moderate to gentle slopes.

Wet-dryhoarm Potential Vegetation' The wet-dry/warm land unit supported avery productive
forest, limited by only moisture stress in the driest convex microsites and excess moisture in the
wettest zreas. For the most part, the early seral stage development was rapid like the sunounding
moisVwarm land unit. Openings filled in rapidly and were prolonged only in the wettest areas as

an extended shrub stase.

Coomon Plant Associatious Landform Relntionshio

wqster:n hemlock/salaVwestern hvinllower On south slopcs with deep soils and gentie to moderately
steep slopes; Also on north slopes with moderate to deep
soils, all slope steepness

wcstcrn hemlocklvinc maple/soow bramblc Mostly south aspects, on upper elevations with decp soils

westem hernlock-bigleaf mapley'sword fern On north aspects with deep soils and steep slopes

western redcedar/Pacifi c rhododeadron/ westcrn
twinllower

North aspects, mid to lower lR of slope and in valley
bottons

western hemlock/western redcedar/Oreson oxalis Vallev bottom" foot slope. lower 1/3 of slope
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This land unit once was the stronghold of western redcedar in Little River, a product of the land

unit's surplus of soil moisture. Today, however, almost no western redcedar can be found in this

land unit, due to extensive reforestation of Douglas-fir following timber harvest. The following

relationships between wet-dry/warm plant series and landforms (Table 10) were developed from

field collected data:

Table 10. Ptant series and landforms for the wet-dr/warm land unit of the Western

Cascades province.

Plent Seriir Landform Relrfionrhip

Mo i st hemloclc/westeru redcedar EartMow landslide deposis,
gentle old surfaces on upland plateau
Western redcedar forests in coucavities

Motst/cool Potential Vegetation' Both the type of vegetation and its growth would be limited by

cool temperatures. This is the realm of the Pacific silver fir and western white pine in a matrix of

cool western hemlock forests. The following relationships between plant associations and aspect

(Table I l) were developed from field collected data:

Table 11. Plant associations and landforms for the moisUcool land unit of the Western

Cascades province.

Plmt Arrocirtionr Leudform Relrthnchip

western hemlockrtinc maple/Oregon oxalis North aspect only

whitefu All aspects

western hemlocMhin-leaf huckleberry/ western
twinflower

South aspects, deep soils

Pacific silver fu/virc maple/coolwort fonmflower Mostlynorth aspects

western hemloclclPacific silver firlthin-leaf huckleberry All aspccts
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Rare Plants, Non-Native Plants, and Native Revegetation

Information on currently listed threatened, endangerd and sensitive plants (TES) is lacking for
nearly all of the land within the Little River watershed. Certain plant groups, such * gr"rrJr,
sedges, rushes, aquatic species, bryophytes, and lichens remain almost uninvestigated. With the
exception of BLM Research Natural Areas, non-timber habitats remain almost unexplored.

The staffof the Douglas County Museum Herbarium with the assistance of the Roseburg chapter
of the Native Plant Society of Oregon has been conducting plant suweys in the Little River
Watershed for many years and have kept a composite list of vascular plant species (which may not
include some of the above mentioned plant groups) for the area (on file at the North Umpqua
Ranger District).

Threatened, Endangered, and Sensitive (TES) Plant Surveys

Prior to 1990, records were not kept on which Forest Service lands had been zurveyed for rare
plants. From 1990 to the presen! 678 acres (l.l percent ofthewatershed) havebeen surveyed,
but only 243 acres (0.4 percent of the watershed) of that total have had surveys that meet current
standards. Surveys for fungi, lichen, bryophytes, rushes, sedges, and aquatic plants have not been
conducted and for all practical purposes, the Forest Service lands in the watershed remain
unexplored for TES plants. The Roseburg BLM has surveyed for Threatened, Endangered, and
Sensitive plants srnce 1977, and has surveyed 4,139 acres to date. Surveys for lichens and
bryophytes began in 1995, with 134 acres surveyed to date.

Thirty-one sites representing eight currently listed TES species are known to occur in the
watershed (Table l2). No attempts have been made to prioritize potential habitat within the
watershed. Some of the currently listed TES species have easily definable habitat while others do
not. Some are generalists that can be expected to occur throughout coniferous forests. Since
species status changes periodically, prioritization of potential habitat is best undertaken at the
project level. Specific habitat descriptions for TES plants suspected or known to occur on Forest
Service lands are included in Appendix G.

Table 12. TES plant species known to occur in the Little River watershed by status.

Common Name Scientific Name ${S,.,.,,..
Ststui,.

BtM...:.,.,.
Status:,.r.:r

FS ,,
sietus

Wavside aster Aster vialis USW) C2 Candidate Sensitive

Woodland milkvetch A stragulu s u m brati ctt s (ASUM) AssessmentSensitive
Umooua marioosa lilv C alochortus umpquaensis (CAUM C I Candidate Sensitive

Siskivou fritillarv Firti I laria slanca 6RGL) Sensitive

C alifornia slobemallow I lliamna latibratiata OLIJ,) AssessmentSensitive
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Scientif ic Nan; ,,1, ,1,, 
,,; '  i i  , i :. i ' , ,,, FS,,.,..:,ti.:::,:.

Stims,.
Columbia Lewisia Iswisia columbia v. columbiou

(LECO)
Sensitive

California sword fern P o lysti clrum californi anm (P OCA) AssessmentSensitive

Thompson's mistrnaidenRomouoffi a " thomDsonii " (ROTII) Sensitive Sensitive

Dwarf-fl owered horkelia Horlcelia congesta spp. congesta
6roco)

C2 Candidate

Sandwort Mirusti a ci smontana (MICI ) Trackine
Punctate water'meal Wolffia borealis MOBO) Assessment

Distribution by vicinity

ROD Species

Some species designated by the Northwest Forest Plan (ROD) as requiring special management
(Table C-3 and protect and buffer) have not yet had survey protocols established. However,
some efforts have been undertaken. Five one acres plots representing different habitat types were
intensely inspected for lichen occurrence. BLM personnel have included easily recognizable
species in their regular surveys for TES plants.

lower Little River 6 6 ) I

Caviu Creek 2 I I I

Middlc Littlc Rivcr 3 I I I

Wolf Plateau 3 2 I

Emile Creek 4 2 2

BlacVClover t0 I J 4 I I

Upper Little River t I I I

Watershed Total 34 I 4 6 I 5 4 4 6 2 I I
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Fifteen species of lichen listed in Table C3 of the Northwest Forest Plan were located in the spot
sampling undertaken in 1995. One "strategy 1" (see Appendix G) species, the rare Hall's
lungwort (Lobuia hallii) was found. The remaining fourteen species are designated "strategy
4" and are common in at least parts of the watershed. . A search ofForest Service ecology pi-ot
records revealed three sites for Candystick(Allotropavirgata). No occurrences ofMountain
lady's slipper (Cypripedium montanum) arc known from the area. No fungus listed in the ROD
has been found.

On BLM administered lands, Bug-on-a-stick (Bwbaumia pipei), a protect and buffer species,
has been found with some consistenry. Site location information is not yet available. Ilabitats of
protect and buffer species are designated as Managed Late-successional Areas, and are managed
as such.

Potential species

The list of species closely associated with late successional and old-growth forests that could
occur in the Little River Watershed is included in Appendix G. Some of the listed species are
likely to be common within the area while others will be quite rare.

Non-native Plant Species

Non-native plant species are those species that did not originaly occur in the United States.
Means of transport include wind, wateq animals, and human aaivity. In cases where movement
occurs over long distances, human activity (vehicle traffic) generally provides the main means of
transport.

The introduction of non-native plants has been going on at a rapid rate on the North American
continent since European peoples began their westward migration some 300 years ago. The
current, rapid pace of human development has increased the rate of introduction of new species.
Occasionally a new species is met with few or no factors limiting its spread. These plants are not
preyed upon to a geat degree; their habitat needs are easily filled and their ability to reproduce is
not restricted. Consequently they spread rapidly, easily displacing native plants and organisms
that depend on them. This poses serious ecological and possibly economical impacts. The exact
extent of the presence of such species in the Little River watershed is not known. A complete list
of all species recorded in the Little River watershed and nearby is included in Appendix G.

Noxious Species

Noxious weeds are those plants that have been officially designated as such by federal or state
law. The Oregon State Department of Agriculture defines these as plants that are "injurious to
public healttt, agriculture, recreation, wildlife, or any public or private property''. Because this
designation focuses on human economy and agriculture there are two cases in which native plants
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are included. These species, giant horsetail and western horsetail, will be managed as native
species and will not be subject to noxious weed management efforts.

The Oregon Department of Agriculture (ODA) determines which species will legally be
considered 'noxious' in the state of Oregon, each of which carries with it an eradication "plan",
which may be on the local, county, or state level. See Appendix G (Oregon State Noxious Weed
List) for more detail on these species.

Of the 48 species of noxious weeds that either occur, or have a significant potential to occur,
within the state, ten of these species (disregarding the two native species) can be found in the
Little River watershed (Table l3). Five are considered to be so widespread (tansy ragwort, St.
Johnswort, Canada thistle, bull thistle, and Scotch broom) that most disturbed ground is occupied
by at least one of these species. Eleven more are known to occur in close proximity and have the
potential to colonize the area in the foreseeable future. Of particular concern are gorse, yellow
star-thistle, milkthistle and French broom.

Table 13. Norious weeds known to occur or in close prorimity to the Little River watershed

Of the noxious species listed above only diff-rse knapweed and purple loosestrife have been
identified as a priority species by both the Forest Service and BLM. Diffirse knapweed occurs
within the watershed on two sites, occupying about three acres above Cavitt Creek. A clump of
purple loosestrife was found growing along Linle River Road in Augusg 1995. Meadow
knapweed, widely used in the early 1960's by the Forest Service for roadside erosion control, is
also a slow moving but aggressive colonizer that has become so widespread that eradication of
the population is unlikely. The BLM is actively attempting to limit the spread of Scotch broom

Noxious' W€eds Know n, T6:: Ocgur In f ,i ftle:,,,::
Fliver::,:"':: ::, : ,: ,

Noriorrs: Weeds In 9!ose Prorimity,,To

diffirse knapweed (C e n taur e a d i ffu sal French broom (Cvtisus monsDessularus\

meadow knapweed (Centaurea iacea x nisral gorse (Uex europeaus)

Canadian thistle (Cirsium ovense\ Italian thistle (Csduus pycnocephalus\

bull thistle (Cirsium vulsare) Japanese knotweed (P olygonum ctspi datum)

poison hemlock (Conium mactlatum\ Medusahea d ( Taeni atherum caw t-me dusa\

field mornine slorv (Convolvtlus rl-t'ensis\ milk thistle (Silvbum mariorum\

Scotch broom (Cytistts scoparius\ star thistle (Centurea spp.)

oumle loosestrife ( Lvthrum sali cari a\ puncturevin e ( Tri bu lus t ene stri sl

tioton weed (Hwericam perforatum) Russian knapweed (Acroptilon repens')

tansv raswort (Senecio iacobaeal woolv distaff thistle (Cuthamus luutus\

Soanish broom (Sputium iunceum)

Yellow toadflax (Linaria wlssis)
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through roadside mowing. The thistles, tipton weed and tansy ra$r'ort are considered by agenry
personnel to be too widely distributed to be eradicated.

Many of these noxious weeds are spreading rapidly. Roseburg BLM District estimates that the
rate of increase on lands the agency administers within the county could be as high as 1000 acres
per year. Typical rates of spread for species with high potential to occur in the watershed range
from 8 percent to as high as 24 percent per year with an average of 14 percent (USDI BLM
1994b) - a doubling of infested acreage every five to six years or less. Even with repeated
treatment of known sites, occurrences are expected to increase due to the movement of seed into
the area from outside sources and by perpetuation of seed production on private land.

Forest Service and BLM roads within the Little River watershed (600 road miles) were surveyed
for the presence of twelve of the above noxious species considered to be a priority for locating,
monitoring and control or eradication. The following species were surveyed for:

Common name
wooly distaffthistle
diffilse knapweed
spotted knapweed
yellow starthistle
rush skeletonweed
poison hemlock
lea$ spurge
dyers woad
dalmation toadflax
yellow toadfla:c
purple loosestrife

SOrSe

Scientific narne
Cutha nus lanatus
Centaurea dtffusa
Centaurea maculos
C e ntaurea so lsti tialis
Chon&illa juncea
Conium macttlatum
Euphorbia evla
Isalis tinctoria
Linqia dalmatica
Linqia wlguis
Lythntm slicsia
UIex europeus

i

The survey was completed in July, 1995. Areas along the roadsides were examined, with special
emphasis given to areas in early seral stage, rock quarries, recreation sites, and other areas of
recent disturbance. No populations of any of the trvelve species were detected. Because most of
the Forest Service and BLM roads are in the upland areas of the watershed, the survey did not
include low elevation iueas of lower Little River, middle Little Riveq and lower Cavitt Creeh
where more agriculturd use, disturbance levels, and vehicle trafrc create higher probability for
invasion of noxious weeds.

A ggr e s si ve Non-native s

Besides those plants listed as noxious there are many aggressive species that are compromising
the ecology of the area and may threaten native communities (Table l4). For the most part, these
are pioneer species that occupy disturbed areas in great numbers. In some c:ses the invasive
ability of these plants rivals those listed as noxious, but they are either already so firmly
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estabtished that eradication efforts have not been useful or their ecological threat has not been

recognized.

Teble 14. Aggressive species of concern

COMMONNAME SCIENTINC NAIVIE

Bird'sfoot trefoil Lotus cornic-ulata

Cat's ear Hwocharis radicata

Cheat srass Bromus tectorum

Common mullien Verbascum thapsis

Doctail hedsehog grass Cwrosrus echinatus

Evercreen blackberrY Rubus laciniatus

Ffimdavan blackberry Rubus discolor

Orchard grass Dactylis glomerata

Ox-eve daisv Chvsanthemum leucanthemum

Queen Anne's lace Daacus carota

Red sorrel Rumex acetosella

Rincut Bromus rigidus

Soft brome Bromus mollis

Sweet Dea Lathwas latifolia

Teasle Dipsacis svlvestris

Timothv Phleum pratense

Three of the species listed are of particular concern. On the North Umpqua Ranger District, cat's

ear and ox-eye daisy dominate recent clearcuts. Both of these spread by windborne seeds and are

commonly transported in surface gravel for roads. Ox-eye daisy also increases itself by rooting

from the stems. Neither of these species is easily eradicated. Dogtail hedgehog grass is quite

likely the most common grass species in the Little River watershed. Although no studies have

been conducted, the species has shown up in all Forest Service surveys, dominating most

openings once inhabited by native grass species.

Habitats and pruesses altered

Many non-native species are capable of invading and dominating disturbed areas. Taken as a

goup, field observations indicate they can occupy as much as ninety percent of the available

habitat in disturbed (clearcuts, road cuts) areas. Considering that 60 percent of the land in the

Little River watershed has been harvested and roaded, and many more acres were intensively

grazed in the past, very little of the Little River watershed has not been invaded by one or more

aggressive non-native species.
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Most of the aggressive non-natives iue pioneer or early seral species. Both fue and timber harvest
activities reduce plant communities to early stages of developmen! providing opportunity for
expansion of non-native populations. What effect this has on the native species whose niche they
occupy is unknown. Arguments are often made that non-native pioneer species will die out over
time as the vegetation moves from open clearcuts to forested conditions. To some e)dent this is
true. Pioneer plant populations decline in shaded conditions provided by tightly growing trees.
However recent field work indicates that they do persist where their needs are met and will not
simply disappear as succession runs its course. We can expect that they will populate future
disturbed sites even if no further seed is introduced. This means the native species will be
out-competed for occupancy of future disturbed areas as well.

How this disruption of early seral processes effects the long term viability of native pioneer plants
and the creatures that depend on them is unknown. The extent of the detrimental effect on the
composition of later seral herbaceous communities is, for the most part, also unknown. However,
there are some examples of species which alter succession.

Gorse and scotch broom are rwo species that have demonstrated an ability to change patterns of
succession. Both of these species dominate disturbed sites and lorm dense thickets which exclude
other species from becoming established. Both contain highly flammable oils, are very fire prone,
and burn intensely. The plants produce copious amounts of seed that can lay dormant in the soil
for decades, then sprout quickly after fire, producing yet another brush field and precluding the
establishment of timber producing species.

What we do know is that besides occupying disturbed sites, non-natives are also affecting
community structure in unique habitats, although exact species are unknown. In some tueas (such
as dry meadows) these species have filled a great deal of habitat once occupied by natives.
Srudies on the Willamette National Forest indicate that unique habitats harbor up to 85 percent
(Chambers 1988) of the plant diversity on that forest. Field work done in the Jackson Creek
watershed on the Tiller Ranger District in 1994 indicates this percentage may be equally high for
the Umpqua National Forest. Impact to individual species and to community structure as a whole
is a matter of concern. In additioq field work in Jackson Creek demonstrated that bunchgrass
meadows have been particularly damaged. This was attributed to intensive disturbance and
introduction of non-native plants resulting from grazing. No fieldwork or botanical assessment
has been done for unique habitat in the Little River watershed. Since grazing history indicates
that use in Little fuver has been intense, it is assumed that impacts have been similar and
bunchgrass communities, in particular, may be at risk.

Impact to the process of pollination

Besides the plant species immediately replaced by non-native invasion, the most higl,ly affected
species may be insects involved in pollination. Native species have established varied and
particular relationships with native pollinators. The decrease in plant diversity caused by non-
native encroachment can cause displacement or loss of pollinators. Orchids may be particularly at
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rish since they often are dependent on a single pollinator. Disturbance of such relationships could
tead to extinction of both species (Boyd 1994).

Impacts towildlife

In addition to affecting pollinators, the replacement of native species by non-natives affects both
the structure and food production provided to wildlife by native species. These changes are not
necessarily all bad. [trmalayan blackberry, provides extensive habitat and food for certain species.
The net loss or gain to wildlife in the Little fuver watershed has not been ascertaine4 but has
potential to be negative.

Another species that has the potential to impact wildlife is purple loosestrife, which rapidly
colonizes wet areas through both seed dispersal and rooting stems. If forms dense thickets,
crowding out most native plants and animals. Purple loosestrife does not provide food, nesting
structure, or useful cover for wildlife, displaces many species, and disrupts the ecological
functions of the area it invades.

Impacts to rare plorts

Non-native plants impact rare plant species in three ways: l) by causing physical displacement, 2)
loss of nutrient availability and changes in other environmental parameters such as water, light,
and temperature, and 3) intemrption of crucial relationships with other natives. The extent of this
rype of disturbance to populations of rare plants is not known. In Little River, the clustered
lady's slipper (pollinator unknown) may be at risk due to intemrption of pollinator relationships.
Extensive unoccupied habitat exists for the plant and it is possible that a connection between non-
native invasion, pollinators and the limited occurrence of the plant exists.

The chatter-box orchid (Epipactis gtgantea) occurs in the splash zone along larger fast moving
stream such as Little River. Although the species is not given special status and its pollinator is
unknowr\ it is at the northern edge of its range and has a limited distribution in the watershed.
Field observations along the North Umpqua River indicate that the habitat for the plant is being
encroached upon by birdsfoot trefoil and meadow knapwee4 both aggressive non-natives that
were introduced by the Forest Service in the early 1960s to control soil erosion. Both habitat and
pollinator may be at risk. Although no field work has been conducted in Little River, the situation
is likely to be the same.

Neither the exact nature of the damage to rare plants resulting from the presence of non-native
plant species in Little River Watershed nor its extent is known. Based on observed situations, it is
reasonable to :rssume the trend has been negative.
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Restorative Actions

Legal mandates are provided to deal with noxious weeds (Appendix G). Policy on public lands
toward these species is consistent with State regulations. The Roseburg BLM Distria has in
place an Integrated Weed Control Plan that addresses iszues and control efforts. The Umpqua
National Forest has made note of the need for a similar document. Until it can be completed the
Forest has issued a list of noxious species of concern and provided direction to help prevent the
introduction and establishment of new infestations.

At the Regional level, the Forest Service and BLM have a Memorandum of Understanding with
the Oregon Department of Agriculture (ODA) to work jointly to prevent the spread of noxious
weeds. For further descriptions of pertinent documents and public law see Appendix G.

By far the simplest and least expensive means of control is prevention. One aspect of this is
education of the public and agency personnel on how to identify and avoid spreading weeds. The
other aspect is simply not engaging in soil disturbing activities. In addition, the interior of large,
intact forest stands are the most likely areas to have resisted non-native invasion and may harbor
functioning systems not yet identified and long since lost elsewhere. Retention of these
communities is importani.

Integrated weed management includes planning, inventory control (including mechanical, manual,
chemical, and biological), preventiorl educatioq coordination, and monitoring/research. See
Appendix G for more details.

Revegetation efforts

Past and current revegetation efforts have been aimed at controlling erosion on sites where soil
has been disturbed by heavy equipment use and/or that have been burned over by fue. Need for
this kind of effort continues. However, aggressive species that are not native to the area were
used in past revegetation efforts. While the immediate benefit of stabilizing the soil is obvious, no
long term monitoring has been conducted to determine the effects of the spreading of these
species or the potential for alteration of the natural successional processes. Large scale grass
plantings following wildfire may reduce coverage of native forbs and grasses, may out compete
trees planted during reforestation efforts, and may produce future fue hazards by creating large
areas of fine, flashy fuels (grass).

Planting of herbaceous vegetation has also been undertaken for big game forage production. As
long as large populations of elk are desired in the forested areas of Little River, this will continue
to be a need. There are native species capable of filling this need. Using native species as a
means of preventing weed encroachment is also a concern. Past Forest Service revegetation
efforts included aggressive species because of their ability to aggressively colonize and dominate a
site (Table l5). As a matter of Forest Service management policy, all sites disturbed by
management activity that could cause sediment to reach the streams are planted with erosion
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control seed mixes. Planting is also undertaken to prevent colonization of sites by highly

aggressive and less desirable non-native species.

Table 15. Non-native species used in past forage and erosion control plantings on lands
administered by the Forest Service.

COmmOnrName.:.r'.

alta fescue Fesfuca arntndinaceae

annual rye Lolium multiflontm

birdsfoot trefoil Lotus cornianlatus

colonial bentgrass Asostis temtis

meadow knapweed Centaarea pratensis

New Zealand white clover Trifolium repens

orchard grass Dactylus glomerata

perennial rye Lolium perene

sub clover Trifolium s'ubtenorcum
timothv Phleum pratensis

Potential species to use for revegetation

Revegetation efforts on Forest Service managed lands have been successful using non-native
species and have focused on erosion control (including after fires) and big game forage. Hot dry
sites are particulady difficult to revegetate. Native species that are most appropriate to use on
these harsh sites are listed in Appendix G. Experimental nursery propagation of a limited number

of these species have taken place with zuccessful results. On-site trials have not yet taken place

and the most practical species to use has not been determined.

In general, legumes and grasses iue conunonly used for revegetation efforts. 'Legumes are
important nitrogen fixers and the added nitrogen to a site can help other plants become established
(Appendix G). The Tiller Ranger District is currently experimenting with some of these species in
road decommissioning projects and their findings will be applicable to the Little River watershed.

Grasses, while commonly used, may not respond on a site as well as other non-grass native
species. However, some native grasses are appropriate for erosion control efforts and may also

be useful in providing elk forage. Species that have the potential to be useful for revegetation
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efforts and that commonly occur throughout the area include blue wild rye, Caiifornia fescue,
California oatgrass, California oatgrass, Columbia brome (Bromus wlguis), and Letterman's
needlegrass.

Determination of which species are native to wetlands in the Little River watershed has not yet
been made. However, species that would be appropriate for revegetation include cattail, small-
fruit bullrusiL inflated sedge, slough sedge, coltsfoot, and several other species including slough
sedge, cornmon rush, and dagger-leaf rush.

On sites where adequate soil moisture is available, salal, thimbleberry, beargrass, and trailing
blackberry all may be worthy of particular attention for development.

Specific areas to revegetate on Forest Service and BLM lands are listed in Appendix G.
Opportunities exist to create seed beds on areas where roads will be decommissioned.

Changes In Wildlife Habitat

Wildlife habitat is constantly in a state of change. In any one are4 habitat conditions change over
time as disturbances and natural succession take place. Habitat for one species increases as it
decreases for another species. Thus the cyclic nature of increasing and decreasing populations in
a given area through time.

For this analysis, changes in habitat conditions for wildlife were quantified at a broad scale, based
on landscape patterns of three seral conditions (early, mid and late). Cunent habitat conditions
were compared to a historical range of conditions to show today's patterns in relationship to the
natural cycle. Th.is "reference range" consists of landscape pattern conditions at tu/o separate
times, covering a period of about 60-70 years from the late 1800s to the late 1930s. The 1930s
mapping represents a point in time where late seral was probably close to the peak in its cycle.
The late 1800s mapping was an attempt to depict landscape patterns which would result from a
climatic event leading to severe fire conditions that undoubtably occurred at times over the
centuries.

The late 1930s mapping was developed through photo interpretation of aerial photographs taken
in 1946 of the Little fuver watershed. From these photos we were able to accurately map
landscape patterns for 1946. However, the desire was to create a range of "natural" landscape
patterns for this watershed, therefore, clearcuts and other managed areas from the 1946 mapping
were converted to match their adjacent seral conditions (usually late seral) and a map of seral
conditions for the late 1930s (which predated the advent of intensive timber management in this
watershed) was created. The late seral of this map represents mature conifer and old-growth, the
mid seral represents smaller/younger conifer regenerating in are:ts that experienced stand
replacement fires in the late 1800s and the early seral represents stand replacement fires of the late
1930s and natural openings such as meadows and rock outcrops.
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The mapping of conditions for the late 1800s was done by reverting the mid seral mapped from
the 1946 photos into early seral. To depia mid seral, we assumed that areas with steep slopes in
the drylwarrq moist/warm and wet-dry/wuum land units probably experienced a higher frequency
of stand replacement fires and mapped them as such. The natural openings from the late 1930s
were retained in the late 1800s mapping. Figures t4-16 depict the seral conditions over time.

With these two mappings of the landscape we developed a "reference range" for landscape
patterns to show how they changed through time prior to intensive timber management. The late
1930s mapping is highly accurate, the late 1800s mapping is less accurate as it may over-estimate
the amount of early and mid seral, but represents conditions which would probably occur during a
severe fire season. Each of the following measures and indices of wildlife habitat is discussed in
terms of the reference and current condition

Landscape Patterns and Seral Condit ions

A landscape is the sum of everything that has happened to an area over time. It is not static, but
ever changing as its surrounding environment changes. Environmental changes can occur slowly,
such as global climatic changes, or they may happen quickly as in a forest fire, flood or the
introduction of new plant or animal species.

The processes that shape (or change) the landscape are many. They include physical, biological
and chemical processes that are related to surrounding environmental conditions. They vary in
size, rate of spread and intensity, such as the slow decomposition and breakdown of organic
matter into soil, the conversion of sunlight into organic material (photosynthesis) or the rapid
consumption of organic matter in an intense forest fire. Processes are basically energ:y flows
tkoughout the landscape. They add to, subtract fronl or move energy around within the local
ecosystem. The landscape is, essentially, a record of all the processes that have occurred up to
that point in time.
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Landscape patterns are the visible attributes of a landscape. Easily seen attributes, such as the

vegetatioq are the most obvious patterns. For this analysis of wildlife habitat, two basic

landscape patterns were used. These patterns were delineated by seral conditions (which were

based on tree size and distribution or the lack thereof). Landscape patterns are defined as:

MATRD( t : The dominant landscape pattern or "fabric of the land". It usually makes

up more than 50 percent of the area and is the most connected element.
(*Not to bc confuscd with thc matrix allocation in thc Northwest Forcst Plan)

PATCH: The basic landscape unit. It can be a stand of timber, a clearcut or meadow.

Patches are scattered or clumped throughout the matrix and are not connected.

The tkee seral stages that make up these landscape pattems are defined as follows:

EARLY SERAL = Grass, shnrbs, forbs, rocky openings (openings in the forest canopy).

MID SERAL = Young stands of trees from about 25 to 100 years of age (most with

closed canopies). This also includes hardwood stands.

LATE SERAL: Manrre stands of conifers and old-growth-

Various index values were used to describe both the matrix and patch components within each of

the seven vicinities (see Appendix E). These values ranged from what percent of a vicinity each

pattern took up, to values that correspond to patch shape and overall landscape diversity. The

index values are described below (and in further detail in Appendix E):

percent Interior Habitat: Percent of the landscape that contains interior habitat. Interior habitat

is defined as that habitat within a late seral stand that is greater than 600 feet from a high contrast

edge (i.e. early/late or grasylarge tree) and 150 feet from a low contrast edge (i.e. mid/late or

small tree/large tree).

Fragmentation Index = This index is a measure of the relative size and placement of patches

within the landscape. A landscape with only a few large patches has a lower value than one with

many small patches scattered throughout. Low values indicate a more contiguous, clumpy

landscape. Flgher values indicate a more fragmented, patchy landscape.

Low Fraprnentation F[gh Fragrnentation
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Diversity Index : This index represents the amount of landscape pattern diversity within the
watershed. The higher this value is, the more diverse a landscape is or the higher the number of
seral stages (or patches) and their distribution within the landscape. A landscape with only one or
two seral stages with low fragmentation will have a lower diversity index value.

The watershed's current seral conditions are outside of the reference range conditions. The
largest deviation is seen in the amount of late seral which has decreased by as much as 40 percent
to 50 percent from recent historical pre-timber management levels. Mid seral has increased by as
much as 25 percent to 28 percent and early seral has increased by 9 percent to 25 percent. Two
vicinities within the watershed, BlacVClover and Emile, have naturally lower amounts of late
seral habitat and more early to mid seral. This is due to the land unit characteristics that dominate
these vicinities (Western Cascade's drylwarm and moist/warm) and the steeper topography within
them. Because of this, landscape pattern conditions within these vicinities are closer to their
reference ranges.

Seral stage conditions fluctuated between the late I 800s and I 93 0s values shown in Figure I 7.
These values compare relatively closely with the findings of the Regional Ecological Assessment
Report (REAP) of 1993. The range of early and mid seral forests fluctuated berween 17 percent
to 34 percent, where as REAP's estimation was l0 percent to 42 percent. Late seral habitat
ranged from 69 percent to 80 percent, whereas REAP's estimation was from 48 percent to 76
percent. @eference values used by REAP were for the entire Umpqua National Forest).

F[gh Diversty Low Diversity
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Figure 17. Seral stages within the Little River wttershed as found in the late 1800s, the late

1930s, and today (1995)"

As a result of intensive timber management, there has been a shift in the composition of seral

stages over the landscape. Late seral forests are now patches, whereas historically they were the

matrix. The matrix is dominated by mid seral forests.

One of the major changes, and one that has serious ecological implications, is the spatial shift of

late seral habitat within the landscape. During the reference period, late seral habitat fell mostly

within the gentle to moderate slopes of all land units. Within the moist/cool land unit, late seral

was dominant, regardless of slope; the result of the historic fire regime. Today, most of the

remaining late seral habitat occurs within the moderate to steep slopes of the drylwarm land unit

or in places that naturally burned hot and frequently. This puts the remaining late seral habitat at

high risk of being burned.

The majority of remaining mature conifer (82 percent) and old-growth (72 percent) is within land

units (Figure l8) that have the highest risks of catastrophic fire.
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Figure 18. Current percentage of mature and old-growth coniferous forest in each land
unit within the Western Cascades province of the Litt le River watershed

Stntcture Conditions

Landscape patterns of seral stages give us a coarse view of a watershed. Within the matrix and
patches, however, there are finer differences in structure and species composition, depending on
differences in soils, microclimate (moisture/temperarure), geology and topography (represented by
the land unit type).

The current landscape was divided into six structure stages similar to those described by Brown
(1985). Table l6 and Figure l9 show how these structure stages fit into seral stages. Existing
vegetation mapping of narural and managed stands was used to develop this structure division
based on stand age and moisrure/temperature conditions (see Table 4 of Appendix C).
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Figure 19. Current seral and structure stages within the Little River watershed.

Species richness, a measure of diversity, is simply the number of species present in a given habitat.
Reptiles, marmals, birds, and amphibians all have different seral or strucLre stages they prefer as
individuals. Wthin these stages, species richness is expected to vary (Figure 20). Some of the
highest species richness occurs the late seral stages and hardwood dominated stands.

Z a*e

Figure 20. Expected species richness for terrestrial habitats in the Little River watershed.

In areas that have been managed for timber harvest, structure differs to varying degrees from that
of unmanaged stands of the same age. Over the last 50 years, harvest has alteied residual levels
of biologically important components (snags and downed logs) in the watershed. euantifiable
data on Forest Service managed lands are lacking to compare between land units at this time,
however, Table 17 was developed as a general guideline from limited field data and applies to
Froest Service managed lands only (this dat4 along with professional judgement was used to
determine numerical values displayed in Table l7). However, plot data from 78 plots in the
Mount Scott Resource Area indicates that a minimum of 720 feet/acre of down logs (of which
over LQ%o is >30 inches in diameter and over 40%ois>18 inches dia.) occurs within all stand types
(Joe GraharL BLM). Young forests had 1225 feet/acre of down logs while old grovrth forests
had 1539 feet/acre. On Forest Service managed lands, further data on snag and log levels will be
collected. Table l7 emphasizes deviations between managed and unmanaged/natural stands
(reference conditions). Generally, the main deviation is the lack of snags and logs in managed
stands; these are typically left after natural disturbances. Other deviations are evident in the

Terrestrial Habitats
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development of understory vegetation in unharvested areas (natural stands) and fuels

accumulations to levels much higher than natural because of fire suppression.

Table 17. Forest structural components by tand unit for managed (MGD) and unmanaged

(UNMGD) stands on Forest Service managed lands only in the Little River watershed.

Land
Unit,

Snigs/Acrel logs{ecre,

MGD UNMGD.. ,.I[GI) UNMGD

DryAilarm 0-2
(203oi! dbh)

5-10
P3Oin di.)

r > 5

t 4
I  l - 15

(2545in die)

Q50fr loog)

Moist/Cool 0-7
(2G30i! dbh)

3-5
e2shdir)

r > 5

t 4
t2-20

(12-ltia dir)
C2l0A los)

Moist/Warm 0-2
(2c3ohdbh)

4-8
C23oin dn)

;2-5

t 4
12-20

(25-45i! dL)

P3onh8)

Wet-DryAVarm 0-2
(203oi!eh)

3-5
P26i!dir)

l 2 - 5

t 4
l0 -15

(2G60in dir)

P30fllmg)

I Harvest unis Prior to 1970

Interior Habitat Condition

t Harvest unis after 1970

Although overall fragmentation of the landscape has only increased slightly by about 5 percent to

l0 percent over natural levels, fragmentation of late seral habitat has been extensive resulting in a

larje decrease of interior forest habitat. tilstorically, interior forest normally covered between 40

peicent to 5l percent of the total area of the watershed (Figure 2l). Today it covers 12 percent

tf tn. watershld, with much of it intersected by roads, which further decrease its quality (Figure

22). Historically, interior forest habitat was most common within the moist, cooler areas

especially on g*tl, slopes. Today, 40 percent of the remaining interior forest @igure 23) lies

within the Western Cascade dry/warm land unit. This puts the existing interior habitat at high risk

of experiencing a high intensity fire-
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Figure 2I

Interior Forest Habitat
(Late 1800's)

[nterior Forest Habitat
(Late 1930's)
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Figure 23. Percentage of interior habitat in each land unit within the Western Cascades
province of the Litt le River watershed for the late 1800s, the late 1930s, and today (199S).

Most of the remaining interior habitat is physically located in the head water areas of stre:rms;
with little remaining along the bigger valley bottoms or along ridge tops. Lack of interior forest
habitat greatly limits dispersal capabilities for many wildlife species. Species that prefer to travel
along these previously mentioned topographic features are more severely impacted, such as the
marten, which prefers to travel along upland corridors and ridges.

Riparian Habitat Condit ions

fuparian areas are one of the most dynamic portions of the landscape (Gregory et al. l99l). This
is because they constantly experience frequent (annual) disturbances on a small scale (floods,
stream meander, landslides). They also contain greatly varying amounts of soil moisture. All this
physical diversity results in very diverse plant and animal communities.

Water, food and cover are critical elements of wildlife habitat. Because all of these occur within
riparian areas, riparian habitat is attractive to many species. To certain species this habitat is.
critical to their survival; 82 percent of the wildlife species within the Little River watershed
require healthy riparian habitat for their survival. fuparian corridors are also important routes for
dispersal of plants and animals. The following three graphs show expected species richness for
three types of riparian areas @igu re 24).
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Figure 24. Expected species richness in headwaters of streams' lower reaches of streams,

and ponds and takes specif ic to Litt le River'

fuparian habitat has changed a lot over the last 50 years (Figure 25)- During the reference period'

both headwater and lower reaches were dominated by late seral habitat, while the lower reaches,

which have wide valleys and gentle slopes, contained the majority of the riparian late seral habitat

in the watershed. The large wood input produced by this habitat provided excelent understory

structure and cover, while creating unique habitats that are lacking today such as ponds and

marshes. It also provided many basking logs for rurtles and tog bridges over streams which

improved small mammal dispeisal from one side of the stream to the other. For further

information on how long it iakes for riparian areas to develop late seral characteristics, refer to

Appendix C.

Ponds/Lakes
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Figure 25. Changes in riparian habitat conditions among three periods: the late 1800s, the
late 1930s' and today (f 995). Differences in the amount of each seral stage found along the
lower reaches of streams and along the headwaters of streams are displayed.

In addition to changes in seral stage and struchrre conditions, 23 percent of all roads within the
watershed (961 miles) are located adjacent to streams, which diminishes the quality of this habitat
to wildlife. Dispersal of small terrestrial animals, such as amphibians, is also negatively affected as
culverts and roads create barriers.

Unique Habitat Conditions

Currently, there are approximately 2,000 acres of unique habitats within the watershed. For this
analysis, unique habitats refer to natural openings such as meadows, rock outcrops, and small
ponds that were observed and mapped from aerial photos. This acreage has decreased by 68
percent since the late 1930s because of clearcutting and road construction through and/or around
these natural openings. Figure 26 shows the distribution of these habitats along with the historic
locations based on aerial photo interpretation from 1946 photos.

A few wet meadodmarsh complexes have been dammed and flooded to create fishing ponds and
lakes such as Hemlock Lake, Red Pond, Cultus Lake and Lake in the Woods. Tractor logging
has created many small ponds (less than 100 feet across) through the compaction of soils along
gentle slopes especially at the toeslopes of steep hillsides. In additiorq many small ponds have
been created along roads to serve as water sources for fire suppression.

An unknown number of small, unmapped unique habitats exist throughout the Little River
watershed because their small sizes and/or location (usually underneath the canopy) makes them
hard to locate without intensive field reconnaissance. These unmapped unique habitats are mostly
small seeps, talus, and cedar swamps.
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These special habitats, while accounting for a small number of acres within the watershed, are
used by a large percentage (87 percent) of the local wildlife for primary breeding and feeding
purposes (Figure 27).

r20
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Figure 27. Expected species richness for special habitats within the Little River watershed.

The Wetter Openings

Fifty-three percent of the unique habitats are seasonally to permanently wet meadows. These
wetter openings almost consistently lie within the Western Cascade's moist/cool and moist/warm
land units. They always occur on the gentle to moderate slopes where soils are deeper and
ground water is better retained. In the warrner zueas, they tend to become only seasonally wet
then dry up during the summer morlths. This allows the surrounding vegetation to grow inward
lrom the edges, eventually closing these openings. Basically, the wetter the opening is the longer
it stays open, because many tree species cannot survive in over-moist soil conditions. Some shrub
species, especially willow, are the first to vegetate these openings and can survive over time
where trees cannot grow. Another factor which effects the length of time these habitats stay open
is elevation which correlates to the length of the growing seasoir. Wet openings in the Yellow
Jacket Glade and Hemlock Lake area have very slow succession rates because of the wetter
conditions and shorter growing seasons.

The wetter unique habitats are often surrounded by a wider and more diverse band of vegetation
consisting of a mix of hardwoods, shrubs and conifer. The edges are usually less abrupt as
opposed to the edge along a dry meadow. These openings tend to be larger than their dry
counterparts, averaging seven acres in size.

'l'he 
Drier Openings

Approimately 26 percent of the mapped unique habitats are dry meadows. These openings,
found in the drier/warmer land units, usually occur on steep slopes and the upper l/3 of the slope
to ridge tops. The length of time these habitats stay open is also related to moisture/temperature

Special Habitats
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conditions and soil depths. The openings in the hottest and driest areas and with the shallowest

soils, tend to remain open longer because of poor growing conditions for trees. They are

frequently surrounded by mid seral habitat and hardwoods such as canyon live oak and Pacific

madrone, mainly because they occur in areas with the highest frequenry and intensity fires, which

aid in keeping these Places open.

Dry openings are more susceptible to damage from mechanical soil disturbance since the soil layer

is usually very thin. Once disturbed, it usually takes a very long time for the damage to naturally

heal itself. These dry openings tend to be, smaller than their wetter counterparts with an average

size of 2.5 acres.

In general, both extremes of the moisturdtemperature band reduce tree Srowth suitability and

make for long term natural openings.

Rock Outcrops

Rock outcrops make up about 2l percent of the mapped unique habitats and are almost always

intermingled with small patches of dry meadows. Moss covered seeps and talus can usually be

found at the base of north and northwest facings rock surfaces. These habitats are very

perrnanent through time for obvious reasons.

Most of the watershed's rocky outcrops occur within the Western Cascade geologic province.

All of these rock outcrops are formed from rock resistant to weathering, with approximately 92

percent lying within the tuff, breccia and basaltic rock units (Table 18).

Table 18. Occurrence of rock outcrops in relationship to geolory.

Rock
Unit

Percent
Total

Average
Siie (ac)

General Description

Tuffs 29 1 . 5 Cliffand spire forming with small rock cavities,
in dissected tenain, light colored rock with
widely spaced fracturing. Soils at base are low
in organic matter and pH.

Basaltic lava
flows

25 6 Basaltic lava flows, columnar, dark colored
rock, very resistant to weathering. Have the
highest amount of cracks and crevices/ledges.
Form cliffs and bluffs (Black Roch Foster
Butte).
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Rock
"'Unit ,

Percen-t,
Total,:':,

Average,
Size (Cc),,,,'

Sedimentary
and volcanic

rocks

2 l 4 Tuffs and breccia which slowly weather into
silty, clay-rich soil. Very diverse rock types
showing many of the characteristics of the
basaltic lava flows and tuffs.

ColeStin
formation

L7 t Mostly avalanche and landslide deposits, large
blocks of basaltic lava flows and tuffs.
Scattered intrusions of welded tuffs.

Rock outcrops (especially those within the Tuffand Basdtic lava flow rock units) include clifi,
cave and crevice features. These are extremely important to certain wildlife such as peregrine
falcons, ringtail and bat species (in particular the Townsend's big-eared bat).

Ponds

Historically, large ponds greater than one acre in size were not common within the watershed.
Most natural ponds were associated with beaver activity and other stream channel dynamics
(meandering and debris dams). As the construction of roads proceeded eastward into the
watershed, some of the naturally wet openings were dammed and stocked with hatchery fish (i.e.
Cultus Lake, Lake in the Woods, Red Pond). Present day Hemlock Lake was initially created to
serve as a rearing pond for hatchery fish.

Over 150 ponds averaging 30 feet .lcross have been constructed along roads, for fue suppression
purposes; many of these were also stocked with trout. The last stocking of fish in these sumps
occurred in 1991. It is unlikely that many fish survive through the summer in the smaller ponds

due to high water temperatures.

Tractor logging has also created areas with sags ponds resulting from soil compaction. Overall,
there has been a net gain of ponds outside of stream channels (where they usually occurred
naturally) and an overall decrease in ponds within stream channels as a result of historical land
management activities described in Chapter 4 (stream cleanou! Aquatic-14).

Hardtvood Stands

Hardwoods are found throughout the Little River watershed but usually do not dominate a
particular stand except for areas within the northwestern portion of the watershed, along the hills

adjacent to and north of lower Little River. It is in this area that the historic coniferous forest

began to transition into the oak woodlands that bordered the gassy valleys and hills of the

Umpqua Valley.
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Both historically and today, hardwood-dominated stands probably occur in thin strips along
riparian corridors as a result of the occasional natural landslidg flood or strifting strezrm channel.
Hardwoods, such as red alder and bigleaf maple, ate able to persist and dominate these areas until
shade-tolerant conifer species eventually crowd them out. Riparian areas are unique from this
stand point because, vegetation-wise, they are the most diverse and dynamic areas of the
landscape. This is due to the constant shifting meandering and small scale natural disturbances
that occur in these areas over time.

Hardwoods'are also able to dominate areas such as the shallow-soiled, dry ridgetops. In these
areas Pacific madrone, golden chinquapin and canyon live oak can be found

Because hardwood dominated stands contain some of the highest wildlife species diversity and
richness and because they are so uncornmon within the watershed they should be considered as
unique habitat. Currently, mature hardwoods (especially Pacific madrone) within the watershed
are decreasing, especially along road systems where access to firewood cutting is greatest. Past
firewood policies have encouraged cutting standing hardwood trees. This policy was recently
reversed in 1994.

Game Animals

The following wildlife, which occur within the Little River watershed, are listed as game animals
by the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (Table l9):

Table 19. Game species in the Little River watershed.

Big Game Ampbibinnil'

Black Bear
Cougar
Deer
Elk

Western gray squinel

Beaver
Bobcat
Marten
lvfink

Muskat
River otter
Raccoon
Red fox
Gray fox

Band-tailed pigeon
Mourning dove

Grouse
Quail

Wild nrrkey+
American coot

Ducks
Geese

Mergansers
Common snipe

Ring-neck pheasant*

Bullfrog*

* Non-native species

Populations are managed by the regulation of hunting and trapping, introductions and
transplanting, and through habitat management. The game species of concern within the Little
River watershed are ellg deeq marten and band+ailed pigeon.
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